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NOTE OF A MEETTNG HELD TN THE CHANCELLORIS ROOM , HM TREASURY ON

TUESDAY 11 JANUARY 1983 AT 3PM

Those Present.:

'Chancellor of ."t-he Exchequer
ChÍef Secretary
Fj-nancial Secretary
Economic $ecretary
!4r Burn"?
Mr Bailey-\
Mr Kemp
Mr Moore
Mr Rid.ley
l"1r Battishill fR

'Sir Campbell Fraser
Sir Terence Beckett
tvE R E Utiqer
Mr A Yfål1inga1e
Mr J Pope
Sir Donald
I\,lr B Rigby
Mr J Caff
Mr D Mc!{il
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CBT BUDGET P€PRESENTATTONS

Sig Campbell Fraser explained that the document which Si¡.. T.qr.ence, þcf<et!
had sent the Chancellor w'ith his let.ter'of "7r .ïantlaEy wàs a draft of 'the
CBI Budget representations which had. not yet been endorsed by the CBf
Council. However, the recommendatíons ít contained hrad secured.r¡:ivereal
acceptance in the CBIrs indivÍdual committees so that no sigmíficant
changes b¡ere likely to be made as a result of the Council meeting.
He would, of course, inform the Chancellor of any amendments. The
document would not be released to the press r:ntil 26 January and the
CBtr were not intending to give any publicity to theír meeting with the
ChanceJ.lor. Sir Campbell then invited lvlr Utiger, as Chairman of the
Economic and Financía1 Policy Cormnittee, to surnmarise the CBI' s repre-
sentatioris.

2. Mr Utiger stressed the great uncertainty of the general economlc
prospect. It no longer appeared that a strong recovery in world trade
would give a major boost to growth in 1983. The weakness of the inter-
national economy was having a substantÍal impact on much of UK ind.ustry.
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There was as yet little hard evÍdence about the shape and pace of the
US recovery but such anecdotal eviclence as existed gave the CBI no

basÍs for expecti-ng a si¡bstantial improvement in 1983. Again there
r,rras much anecd.otal evidence to suggest that the depth of the recession
and the levels of unemplotranent prevailing in Europe were leading firms

tb .adopt rtqI¡ aggressive pricing poLicies sinply tp keep-busjnesses in
operation and to preserve employment. Against this background, the
growth of UK consumer expenditure was one of the few bright spots on

the world scene. However, MÈ Utigar drew attention to the sharp
imbalance between movements in the real post-tax incomes of busínesses
and persons, illustrated in chart III,l. Company ¡rrofítability was

likely to come under very hearry pressure over Èhe next year and f,or
this reason the CBI felt that the 1983 Budgelt must give priority to
measures which would reduce business costs. fn this wây¡ competitívenes¡
would.be improved, profÍtability increased, Jobs preserved and emp3-åy-

ment opportunities increased.

3. ,.11f 
Utioer acknowledged that the Government had already done much

to hèlp ind.ustry and that the recent, fall in sterling would certainly
benefit some sectors but it would be wrong to conclude from this that
any relief in t,he 1983 Budget should be slanted towards individ.uals.
The CBI were in favour of ind.exation of the personal tax ttrresholds
i¡ l.:the ¡ext Budget but would not look for any furt'her personal tax
reliefs unless the Chancellor could meet the priorities the CBI had

identj.fied for red.uction of business costs with roøn to spare. Even

when accor:nt was taken of the latest fall ln sterling and the improve-
ments achieved 5-n productivity, the UK was stiÌl 20 per cent less
competitive than it had been in Lg75 and Ínternational competition was

likely to become even more severe in the future. He drew the
Chancellor's attention to ehart Tf.2 which demonstrated how the loss
of export market share and the rise in imports, both directly related
to our poor competitive performancerhad reduced thê potential growth
of GDP.
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4" The Chancellor conrnented that the CBf's analysis of the current
sÍtuati-on had much j-n conrnon with that 'of the Government. He

stressed the need to keep ðown the level of pay settlements.
Mr Ricby agrreed but noted that pay rriras not the only area in which
actÍon needed to be taken if the UKrs competitive performance urais

improveël suf fj..cj.ent1.y. Sir Terence Beckett referred to the reductlon
Ín settlement levels which had already been achieved. The CBI would
contÍnue to keep up the pressure but it would be difficult to achieve
a much faster falI.

5. Mr Utiger then turned to the size of the Budget" The CBI
appreciated that j-n taking decisions on the size of the PSBR for
1983-84 ' the Chancellor was having to take a Judgement about the
dj-fference between two very large aggnegates. However, in the present
very uncertain world sít,uation, it was theÍr belief that the risk of
gíving t,oo small a stimulus in the Budget \^¡as greater than the risk of
doing too much. He noted. that at the tfme of the last Budget, the
Government had set a target for the psBR of. 2á'o"t cent of GDp j-n

1983-84 but he pointed out that economic activity was considerably
lower than had then been expected. As a result, the cBr wourd
advocate a PSBR of around E9 billion, representing 3 per cent of GDp.

As charts Tr.3 and rI.4 illustrated, such a figure would stiIl be
eomparatively low in historic;al terms and by cornparison r^¡ith the budgret

deficits of other cour¡tries and the scale of the recession, On

unchanged. policieq the CBI would erçect a PSBR of E6 billionr so that
their proposals amor:r¡ted to a package of around Ez\-l biLlion.

t

6 . Speaking for srnall flrms, Mr pope emphasised that he and his
colleagues srere grrateful for the measures that the Government had
already j-ntrod,uced to meet their specific problems. Ite noted that
it was the unanimous view of the SmaIIer Firms Council that. the 1983
Budget should be directed towards achieving improvements in the basic
structure of UK industry and in íts competitive performance rather than
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measures designed to improve their own particular position. fttus ttrey

too would support action designed to reduce business costs in
preferenee to personal tax reliefs.

7 . Mr Utj-grer then Listed the CBI I s "¡>rincipal recommendations for the
1983 Budget. He proposed fj-rst the-abolition of the NIS, ALL vrere

agreed on the undesirability of the tax and. there was concrete evidence
from the Employment Policy Committee that previous cuts in the NfS had

not been given away in higher wage settlements; indeed., the Íssue had.

not even been -ráised in negotiatíons. The CBI were also recoÍrmendÍng
lower business rates. They appreciated the prectical dif ficulties (.t.

j-nvolved but suggested a 15 per cent derati-ng of busj-ness premÍses;
a cüt on business rates i-ncreasesi the abolition of empty property
rating at a cost of around Ê35 million¡ which would provide direct help
to those most in neediand "mothball" relÍef for rates on those parts
of properties whích r^rere temporarily unused, although they appreciated
that ít might take longer to work up a scheme of this kind. The OBI

also saw a case for additional capital expenditure. The constrr.uction
i-nd.ustry \¡ras particularly depressed and in need of Government hel¡r,
while the import content of construction activity \^ras very low. There
were pl'enty of useful ínfrastructure projects which could be undertaken
oRce funds hrere made available. Additional expenditure in this area
couId. be financed partly by further .cuts -in current spending. llr Uti-ger
stressed the importance of pursuing a consistent policy towards publi.c
sector investment, given the J-onE timescales involved. Fina1ly, he

referred to the very speclfS.c representati-ons which the CBI were rnaking
to the Secretary of State for Energy on fuel and energy costs. A number

of UK industries faced a serious risk of being d.riven out of business
over the next few years a.s they cou1-ð no longrer compete with their
continental rivals unless energy costs were sigmificantly Lower.

8. The Chancellor conrnented on the marked consistency which the CBf

had d.isplayed in their Budget representations over the years. No

forecast of the scope for fiscal adjustment in 1983-84 \^¡as yet available
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but he noted that the Governmentrs record in meeting the CBf's requests
in the past had been a good one. IIe also recaltred that the CBI had
earlier pressed for a 4 per cent annual red.ucLion in the exchange rate
over the next 3 years. The recent fall ín sterling nust tl¡erefore.. t¡ar¡e beer¡

r^ælccne to scne of théir rnsrbere. Sir Te.rqnce Beckett :stressed that the UK

was stil-l 20 per cent less conrpetitive than it, had.been i¡ 1975.

9" Turning to the cBrts detailed proposars, the chancellor expressed.
sympathy with their desire to reduce the level of business rates.
However, he pointed out that rates would already have been struck by
the time he announced his Budget. Mr Utiger suggested that it would
still be possS-ble to provide ind.ustry with a rebate but the Chief
Secretary noted that this would requi-re legíslation. The Chancellor
also expressed some surprise that the CBI had not recommended re-
valorÍsation of the specific duties. Mr Utiqer explained that the
CBI believed revalorisation would have a d.Ísproportionate irnpact on
the RPr and they had. some doubts about how tax effective any increase
would be. Sir Campbell Fraser also pointed out that the effect of
revalorisation would falI particularly heavily on a small number of
industries. The Chief Secretary suggested that by advocatÍng a stand-
still on the specific d.uties, the CBI were by implication proposing
some tax relief for the personal sector. Mr pope agreed. Given that
on the basis of the CBI's recortrnendaL:lons there was likely to be little
or no room in the Budget for income tax red.uctions, it seemed sensible
to give some j-ncentive to those at lower income levels through a decision
not to increase ind.irect taxes.

10. the "gcononic secretary enquired whether there was an inconsistency
in the CBI's identification of the growth of consumer expenditure as a
major expansionary factor for the UK and, their recomrnendation of a
relaxation in the fiscal stance. Mr Utiger poínted out that much
dependend on the kind of relaxation which was proposed. Given the
strength of consumer expenditure, the CBI were not recommendÍng relief
for individuals but for industry. The Economic Secretarv then wondere
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whet,her the CBT were contemplating any amendment to their proposals

as a result of the fall in the exchange rate. Sir Terence Beckett

saj.d tbis would not be necessary. The recommendations \¡\tere directed
towards improving the üI('s poor competitive performance in a shrÍnking
world market. The latest, fall in the exchange rate would not remove

this problen. Ifowever' the Chancellor pointed out that tlre fatl i¡
sterling must have an effect on the total fiscal and. monetary bal-ance.

11. The Chancellor noted that the CBI had proposed reductÍons in the
Contingency Reserve for 1983-84 and 1984-85. He pointed out that
the Government had already reduced the figure for 1983-84 to
g1,5OO million and had been criticised by the TCSC for doing so.

However, the CBf's suggestion for a reduction in the 1984-85 Reserve

was well taken. Sir Donald MacDougall commented that the real problem

lay with excessive local authority spend.ing- The Chancellor said it
would be helpful if the CBII s members could continue to put pressure

on the local authorities and the NHS. The Chief Secretarv pointed out
lhat central government had been reducÍng manpower twice as fast as

local government but Sir Terence Beckett commented that the staff
reductj-ons in the public sector were still small compared with those

of the private sector.

L'2. Sj-r Terence Beckett drèw attentÍsr to the surprising degree of
unanimity displayed by the CBI's members urgíng the Government to cut
business costs in the Budget rather than to reduce personal taxation.
He suggested ttrat the latter would involve a greater risk to the
balance of trade and to the exchange rate. The Chancéllor thought

that tkre distj¡ctj-on drar¡¡n between the 5-npact of neasr.res to help industry and the

impact. of neasu:es to help j¡dividuals could be or¡erstated. It4r Burns agreed:

in terms of import penetration, there was not a great deal to choose

between them. Sir Donald MacDouqall suggested that they could be

d.istinguished in relation to their impact on competitiveness.
Reductions in business costs would certainly make UK industry more
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competitive. If cuts in personal taxation $tere reflected in greater

pay restraint, they too could have an impact on competitiveness but
the links here were much less certain- The Chancellor thought that
taxation did nevertheless have an j.rnpact on pay bargaining. During

the NHS dispute, f,or i¡rstance, attention had been focused on the

low levels of take-home pay for health workers. He pointed out that
the employee's NXC would be raised in April so that even if
personal tax allowances and bands were indexed, take-home pay would

still'r faI1.

13. The ChancelL,or then asked the CBI what recolûnend.ations they had

to make on ttre tax structure. l,lr Pope reptied that the CBI' s views

on capital tæ<atibn were v¡el1 lcrqn'r to the G:arrcellor. Hê wou'lld therefore
concentrate on their proposals to increase the amount of equity
investment in smaller icompanies. They remained concerned that
imaginative initiatives f,on broadening the equity base of smallccnpanies

should be fostered.. They were less interested. in proposals to
establish Small Firms Investment Companies but they \^/ere quite prepared

to contemplate oÈher proposals which would achieve the same objectives-

Ttrey ¡erier¡ea that if the existing j-ncentives for ínvestment in start-up
companies could be extended. to established smaller companies, more jobs

would be created. They wanted. to encourage the large financial
institutions to invest in smaller comPanies and to improve the

marketability of investment in such conpanies by making it easier for
individuals and insti-tutions to realise their investment at an

appropriate tlme. Finally, they wanted to match wi11i-ng. investors
with thoçe companies in need of finar¡ce. The Financial Secretary

saÍd he was examining the SIFCs proposal. The Governmentr s objectÍves
r{rere three-fold: to encourage more equity ínvestment; to persuade

companies to borrow longer and to encourage more dírect investment by

individuals and companies rather than by institutional investors.
The SIFC proposal would not achieve the third of these. He also sa$/ a

potential conflict between promoting the marketability of investment in
smaller companies and eneouraging individuals and companies to j"nvest
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on a more permanent basis.

14. The Chancellor noted that the CBÍ were advocating the reintroduction
of the lg72 t'top hat" share optj-on schemes. He suggested that there
was .a wid.espread feeling. that Ít was not worth takíng action in this
area slnce any schemes whÍch rúere set u¡r ¡oould be 1ike1y to be abolished
Íf the Labour Party won the next election. Mr Wi1 <ra1e 'ièaw this as
one met,hod of encouraging the movement of top nranagenent. The CBI wor.illd

not press specifically for the reintrod.uction of the 1972 schemes but
any action which the Government could take in this area wouldr'be welcome.
He also drew the Chancellor's attention to the recomrnend.ations whlch the
CBI had made on ACT. The Chancellor noted. the proposal for extending
allowances to commercj-al buildings but d.rew attention to the huge cost
involved and suggested that this was not an area where the need for
Ínvestment was perceÍved to be greatest. More generally, he suggested
there was a certain peversity in the way in wnrich succesåive governments
had consistently subsid.ised investment but taxed labour. Mr Chand.ler
had d.rawn attention to thj-s in his recent NEDC paper and he wondered
whet.her it might, be worth examiníng the vrhole issue at some future
Council.

15. Finally, Sir Terence Beclce'tt pointed out that the CBI's repre-
sentations made no reference to the inves-lment income slrrcharge,
although some members felt strongly on the subject, especi-alIy the
small firms. Mr Pope acknowjledged that businessmen had ttre opportunity
to take out self-employed annuities to provide them with a pensíon on

retirement but many preferred, for good::easons, to keep fr¡nd.s in their
ovtrt firms during their working lives. The IIS penalised these
individuals and thus encouraged them to continue working beyond the
point when they should have retired from the busÍness. The ChanceLlor
acknowledged that the IIS was a clear surcharge on a risk-taking and
suggested that the argument Mr Fope had put forward was a useful one
to be deployed, even if it did not form part of the CBI's formal
Budget representation.
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Sir Campbell Fraser thanked the Chancellor for meeting the CBI and

the meeting closed at 4.3OPm..
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Circulation:

Mínisters and Officials Present
l',linister of State (C)
MinÍster of State (R)
Sir Ðouglas Wass
Sir Anthony Rawlinson
Mr MÍddleton
l"1r Cassell
Mr Mountfield
Mr HaIl
Mr Norgrove
I4r Ridley
Mr French
Mr Harris
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CONFTDENTIAI,
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FR.OM:
DATE:

N T,TONCK

26 January 198,

Cbief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary

Á)
1. MR MÏDDI,EION

2. CHANC'EIïOR

Sir D V/ass
Mr Burns
I'1r littl
Mr Cas 1
Ur
Ur ing-Snee
Irir

lavelle
s Lomax
Riley

l{r Sedgwick
Mr Tu¡nbu1l
Mr Hal1
l{r Pickford
Mr Bennet
IIr ir¡i11etts
Mr Ridley

MONEIARY TARGETS IN I9B7/8a: ml

I attach a paper about what should be said about Ml in I9BV/Ba. UgJj.Le
last ârr the forecast is tha t
range of 7-II% which has been provisionallv confirmed for broad money

{1

l-n IgSt/*. The main question is whether vì,e rely on what has'already
been saiA ia the J_9B2 MIFS aad the Autr¡nn Statenent or sqy sonething
clearer - that faster growth of MI is ex¡lected and acceptable up to some

point which night be defined ia words or numbers.

2. The paper is a Treasu¡y one but it reflects comments from Mr George
who favours relying on what has already been said in the context of
nininal- change in the MIFS generally. IIF and FEU favour going at least
as far as saying that M1 growth is 1ike1y to be'ta few points higher"
than the target range.

7. You will want to discuss the treatment ofMI with the Governor at
some stage. But the disagreement between Treasury enfl Bank is on a
relatively narrow point and you may prefer to wait till you can do so

in the context of M['FS as a whole, including the path for the later
years.

À 8. L,at"o\¡AlzW
\-f.it i'{oNCK

26 ianuary Loßj 6 r,,o





CONFIDE¡IlIIAI,

IVIONEIART TARGEIS T'OR T98'/B+

l{inisters have decided provisionally that the range of 7-Ll% shown in
the L982 I{TFS for monetary growth is I9B1/Ba sbould now become the
target for that year at least for €l{} and presumably also for PSl2' the
other measure of broad money.

2. This paper discusses whether there should be a separate numerical
target range for Ml or only a form of words which might or night not be

explicit about the prospect and acceptability of MI growing at a rate
above the target range for broad money during lg1t/g+. The question
is a fairly nanow one which involves balancing different risks. Treasr

and Bank officials have reached different judgenents on this.

7. The question is considered in the light of the internal role of
monetary targets in guiding policy, their exbernal presentation and

inpact, and the forecast. When a decision has been taken on the path

for money, inflation and output in the later years of the I98t UfISr. it
may be relevant to the questions about MI next year. It is assumed

that even if the picture of the future changes somewhat tbe general
policy stance will stay as close as possible to last yearrs MIFS.

The Role of [argets

4. Internally monetary targets e)q)ress the objectives of policy at the

start of tb.e financial year and act as a guideline for decisions during
the year. If actual monetary growth diverges frorn the target tbere is
no automatic response, but the arguments for and against action are

eonsidered in the light of a rânge of evidence wider than the monetary

aggregates (notably the exchange rate, real interest rates, and progresr

in reducing inflation). This broader approach reflects the rnany

uncertainties involved in setting targets, interpreting monetary

conditions, taking action to restrain monetary growth and estinating
the benefits in terms of subsequent inflation.

,. [he acceptance of substantial over-runs and base drift in the first
2 years of the ori-ginal I"IIFS period and the justification of the

measures taken and of tb.e higher targets have naturally had an external
impact. The TCSC, f or example , has argr:.ed that monetary targets now har
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less inpact on expectatíons generally and that the Government itself
attaches less inportant to them. Even financial narkets have sometimes
accepted rapid monetary growth or higher targets reLatively calnly.
Credibility has been maintained by the broad consistency of policy as a

whole and by the rapid reduction of inflation. The cument prospect
that with the possible exception of M1, the growth of all 3 nonetary
aggregates in l9B2/87 seem like1y to be within the target range also
b,elps.

6. Overall there has probably been sone loss of clarity and precision
- in the presentation of monetary policy but some gain in flexibility of

its conduct. [here is stiI1 a tension between the benefits and risks of
having a separate numerical target range for M1, but they are probably
smaller than they would have been earlie¡.

The I9E2 IITFS

? . T,ast year's l{.[FS set a target ra¡rge for 1982 /87 of B-I2% conpare<i

with ihe illustrative range of 5-9% given in the 19AO MTFS for that year

The target range applied to:

'tboth broad and narrow measures of money: îX|} (and PSI2), and

I{r tt .

PSl2 was effectively seen as a cross check on S{J rather than a rnajor
aggregate in its own right+.

8. [hese changes followed 2 years of substantial base drift and over-
runs. Apart from these specific changes the L9B2 MTFS was generally
phrased:cautiously. It was made clear that the whole strategy was sub-
ject to révision in the light of domestic productivity growth, chnnges

2

* Mr Turnbull t s submissions to the Economic Secreta¡y of 20 January
dealt with the possibility of redefining PSL2, rêcommending against;
another will cover the presentation of the decisiont
already approved in principle,btalæpublic sector deposits out of fl'1l
and the PSBR from the start of the new target period, which on the
precedent of the last 2 years would start at the end of banking
February.
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in the world economy etc. 0n the monetary side although there had been

a I'reasonably stable relationshipil between the aggregates and money GDP

and prices, the relationship between any one measure of money and money

incomes could be changed bY:

"many factors including the behaviour of the exchange ratet the
leve1 and structure of interest rates, changes in savings behaviour,
the balance between interest rates and fiscal policy and

institutional changes" .

Most of these factors were said to have been at work recently and to be

Iikely to continue. [he targets for 198],/84 would be reconsidered in
the light of structu¡al a¡rcì institutional changes wh:ich may affect the
economic significance of the different aggregates.

9. At the time of the last budget all three aggregates were forecast
to be within the ra¡.ge of S-I2% ín f982/BV. In other words a cross-over
point was foreseen with the growth of ât{3 slowing down and that of Ml

rising. That has in fact happened and the prospect is that over the
first 12 banking nonths of the L982/81 target period all 1 aggregates

may well be within the target range though there is a greater risk that
M1 nay be a little over the top.

10. But the Red Book allowed for an MI over-run sometime in the I{TFS

period:

"During the last 1 years, the relatively slow growtÞ in the
'narrow aggregates has largely been a consequence of high
nominal iñterest rates. Sustained progress in reducing
inflation aad interest rates may lead to some shift back
into non-interest bear
a more rapid growth in

forms o1- money. In such circu.mstances
than indicated by the ranges shown

be acceptable. "

ang
M1

above night, for a time,

I h e Autumn State¡oent inplied that this passage would be releva¡rt to
Lg87 /B+:

"Broad monetary aggregates, including €IÍ1, are assumed to increase
within the I]TFS rãnge in I9B7/84. Recent nonths have seen a
relatively more rapld growth in MI (75 per cent of which does not
bear interest) as a result of the decline in interest rates since
Iast autr.¡¡n. The lower level of interest rates will continue to
add to the growth of Ml which may exceed the top end of the range."

v
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The Forecast for I9B1/84

11. The report on the forecast of January I9B7 shows output rising
at 2-Z+% ín 1983 and 1984. Inflation as measrlred by the 12 nonths RPI

falls to about 5% ia t]ne first half of L9B7 and then rising to 6t% by

the end of the year aad over 7% ín 1994. The rise in the more widely
based TtrE deflator is smoothing increases, averaging about 6+%.

l-2. The forecast of monetary aggregates is:

QI 19e+ on QI I9B)

*ú 9+%

PSI,2 9%

M1 Lt+%

L1. The associated assrrmptions on short-term interest rates are:

I nonth inter-bank base rates

T9B'

1984 o1/¿ O1)2

14. The forecast for the aggregates has a different pattern from the

forecast at the time of last year's Budget, when Hl and €Ml grew at
similar rates and were both within the target range. This time Ml rises
over 1% faster than €,IiJ and is outside the target rang€. If interest
rates were to fall faster, the disparity and the over-run compared with
the target range for broad noney would be bigger.

;-5. Such forecasts are of course notoriously uncertain. Over recent
yearsr âs the Annex shows, the gap between the publisbed forecasts
(which were not always the best judgernents of the econonists) ano

outt¡rn with no adjustnent for policy changes has been large. Although

the performa¡.ce has probably been good for I9B2/81, there was an average

under-estiroate for fl"i7 over the period fron l-97B-l-9A2 of about 4%. For

l,l1 the errors were larger but the sign varied. The average absolute

error was about 7% and r/ìras ciue in large part to errors about interest
rates.

-4-

Q1

q2

qt
a+

Q1

11+

10+

10å
10

1t
10å
10å
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0p tions for M1 in I9B1/B+

i6. For internal purposes it seems reasonable to IIF and FEU, whatever
is said externalÌy, to take the forecast as a guideline, with adjustnent
for different levels of interest rates if necessary. [he current
estimate is that L% falj- in short-term interest rates adds about I+-2%
to Ml growth over 12 nonths anci about !% over 6 nonths. Although the
growth of Ì'11 is uncertain and only one input into a discretionary
judgenent of many indicators, it seems useful to start with a specific
figure in nind.

17. Bank officials think that the use of a fragile forecast in this way

night give an impression of spurious precision without adding anything
compared with sinply looking at the size of any MI over-run, if there is
one, compared with the 7-LL% target range.

l-8. For external purposes the nain options are:

a general verbal formul-a very much like last yearrs or
the Auturnn State¡¡ent (see paragraph 9 above) saying that
faster growth of l{1 night occur and could be acceptable;

â.

a verbal formula that says explicitly that growth of l{1

above the target range for I9Bt/84 is likeIy and appropriate.
ft might say, after referring back to or repeating the text
of the 1982 I'ITFS or the Autr:nn Statenent (see paragraph !
above ) :

"In these circumstances growth of M1 a few points over
the target range shown above would be appropriate.rr

c. as b. but giving a number in the tertr sâXrtabout 7% above

the target range" for broad money.

19. Bank officials favour option a. On the assunption that the general
stance of MIFS including the role of different indicators is changed as

litt1e as possible, a change in what is said about Ml nould in tbeir
víew be conspicuous and rnight undo the helpful effect of the current
performance of the monetary aggregates. If, in fact, M1 exceeds the

b

,
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target range of ?-1I%, the Banr considers that the uords already used

wi1l have prepared the ground adequately. Some of the difficulties
in option a. wb.ich are mentioned below have already arisen anci proved

manageable.

ZO. Treasury officials, ilowever, consider that option a. has not been

tested in the circumstances erpected ín I9B3/84. If MI does rise at

more t¡¡as II% (compared with an annual rate of 15% over tbe latest
6 banking nonths), option a. would not allow us to clain during the year

that all the aggregates a-re within the target range, which we have founo

- invaluable to do recently. Also at the start of the year we could not

either honestly or convincingly answer questions about how a single

target range for , aggregates can make sense by saying, as we could and

, did last year, that hre expected sinilar rates of growth again. There

would be no public basis for answering questions eg from the TCSC after

the Budget about inflationary prospects. In fact, it would not be

easy to e>çIain' in what way M1 stilt had the target status it was given

in the 1982 Budget.

2:*. Ä numerical targetr âs in option c. lvould involve some real

difficulties, particularly of setting tbe number and presenti4g it'
Some supporters of Ml nighr not accept the general proposition about

the acceptability of faster growth of M1. Many others would be

ulpersuaded of the importance of Ml. As paragraph 14 of the A¡¡ex

demonstrates, the particular figure woul-d be highly uncertain and

their sensitivity to interest rates could produce perverse pressures for

action. [b.e published number might be exceeded if everything was going

well and interest rates feI1 faster than forecast. It wouid be of

uncertain presentationaL value and, like all these targetst night act

as a constraint in an unwelcome way'
I

22. The arguments in favour of Q. are that it would explicitly prepare

the ground for what we expect and that it would naintain and perhaps en

enba¡rce the status given to Ml last year. It night be argued that by

naking etç1icit the higher growth rate for l{1 in a separate target range

the Government was relæcing policy and that this would be unnecessarily

risky after recent e:qperience with sterling. The an'sv'rer v¡ould be that

the more rapi,C growth in Ml v,las fu1ly consistent withthe inflation and

money GDP projections, and reflected to a s.ignificant extent the lagged

6
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effeets of the fa1l in interest rates in 1982. We woul-d be putting
numbers on the general proposition in the I9B2 f'l[FS, not relaxing but
clarifying policy.

2t. If MI were within its range it night make ít easier to aliow some

over-ru-n in f,MJ and to reduce or a.void'rover-furding" and the interest
costs, uncertain econonic benefits and potential embarrassment associate
with it. (Satisfactory growth of Ml ie low growth was used as one

reason for accepting the f,M7 over-rruls in November 1980 and in the 1981

and i9B2 buclgeis. ) If on the other hand it was over-running its target
rângê.r the rise in short-term interest rates calle<ì for night be what

was required to keep monetary conditions right for reducing inflation.
But whatever the merits, naintaining the status of Ml night in certain
circumstalfces give the Authorities a choice between raisiag short-term
interests to control Ml and doing more funding to control *11.

24. Option b. is intermediate. It would prepare the ground for M1

gpowth faster than the target range more explicitly than option a. It
would avoid some of the risks of numbers - the choice between loss of
credibility and some painful corrective action - a¡d would to that
extent be a little more flexible. It night well pronpt questions about

the neaning of "few", but these could be evaded by saying that if we hac

meant a ni:mber we would have given one. lfe did not do so partly because

its leve1 would depend on a forecast of interest rates which we do not
publish

Conclusion

2r. Unlike last year Ml is expected to grow significaqtly faster than
î1{r, and above the target range.

26. Bank officials judge that there is no case for treating the Ml

forecast as a guideline internal-ly or, externally, for moving beyond

what ble have already said about Ml in the I9gZ MIFS and the Autumn

Stateroent (option a. in paragraph 18 ).

27 . HF and tr'EU favor¡¡ treating the forecast of MI, conditional on

interest rates, as an internal guideline.

7
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I

28. There are conflicting arguments about the I broad options for what

is said erbernally. IIF and IEU judge that there is a good case for
moving beyond last yearts formula at least as far as option b.

HT'

26 January I9B7





ANNEX

IIM ACCURACY OF UONETARY FORECASTS

Note by EA

This note analyses the accr¡racy of Treasury (quarterly) forecast of
*1t and of associateci variables. Post mortems on past forecasts are

the principal way of providing quantitative margins of error for use

in assessing current forecasts. The lrnitations ofthe present exercise
are considerable:

i. the analysis is confined. to the Industry Àct forecasts
published since early 1978;

ii. it has not been possi-bIe to comect for the effects
of srrbsequent changes in policy.

2. The tabl-e below shows target growth ranges, and average forecast
egors for money supply and i¡rterest rates. The judgenents nade in
published forecasts did not always represent the central view of the
forecasters themselves.

t. The forecasts of the growth of €M} were always too low, until the

Autu¡on 19Af forecast when the predicted gror'vth rate proved to be

comparatively accurate, but if anybhing, too high. The forecasts for
Ml growth, which tends rather to over-predict the outcome, suffered the

largest mean absolute errors of the monetary aggregates, but there is
some evidence that the errors are comeLated within tb.e errors in short
term interest rate predictiorls. Five times out of seven these errors
are inversely related, suggesting that more accurate interest rate
pre<iictions would have also iraproved the record with Ml. The absolute
error in M1 forecasts has also tended to improve over tine reflecting
the increasing attention that has been paid to this aggregate.

4. The authoritiesr policy responses to above target growth of f,M]

has generally been to raise interest rates, particularly during the

earlier part of the period. This is reflected in short-term interest
rate predictions which are consistent under-estirnates until the
Autunn 19BO forecast, uhich over-predicted. Thereafter there has been

1
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no systematic tendency to either over or uncier predict, although the
mean absolute errors 'dere inproved only slightty. The forecasts of
long-term interest rates, by contrast, have been more accurate, and

there is no desirable pattern in the errors.

,. Finally, projections of nominal GDP will reflect judgenents about
both the rate of inflation and real output. The positive errors early
in theperiod reflect the unexpectedly rapid inflation of L979 arLd 1980.

Howeverr orr average the errors have been close to zeto.

I





Forecast
made i-n

Budget
Autumn
Budget
Alrtunn
Budget
Autunn
Budget
Autunn

*

Year to

L97B

L97B

r979
L979
19BO

19BO

1981

1981

rg79 qL

1979 q1

19Bo Ql
19Bo Q'
1981 Ql
19Bl qt
1982 Ql
r9B2 q1

1.4
4.7
,.o
6.4
,.I
5.r
,.7

-L.2

lL.,
-o.7
-8. B

-11.8
7-o

-7 .o

-t.B

I'IONETARY FORECAS1ÌS

fflt Ml

AND OUTIURNS L97B-82

1 month*
inter-
bank rate

,.o
2.7
¿. (
L.,
I.B

-t.,
2.O

-1 .1

.4

.o

Nominal* GDP
at market
prices

o.,
6.1
2.6
t.r

-4.O
a.7

-t.2
-2.8
o.6
?..6

20 year*
ciLt
rate

o.B
o

o.2
-o.1
o.g
1.4
r.6

-o. B

o.5
o.7

7.8 -1.9
7.24.1

Errors are here averages over the twelve month period.

Average
llean absolute error
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najor points which éfrerged.

relevant to your decisions

t

I riray be helpful if I nen on nov three
ch are veryín or¡r study of rmemployment,

on the Budget.

Our present tax system subsirlises capital and. taxes labor¡r in a

way r*hÍch ís difficult to defend. in present circumstances. I therefore
very much agree wit'h Patrick Jenkin that abolition or at least further
reduction of lfIS shoultl have the first call on whatever headroom you þave.

If you also have scope for lower direct taxes, it would be

d.esirable to use it to ease the problems of the r:nenployment trap. lhis
means, in the first instance, that raising tar tbresholtl.s is preferable to
cuts in tar rates. But an across the board increase in tax thresholtls is
a bh¡nt instnnent for tackling the unenploynent trap. Ihe great najorÍty
sf fanì]ies affected by the trap are singl€-€ârner couplesr nostly with
children, yet only a snall part of the benefit of raising tax thresholtts

across the board would. go to such fami lies. Pentling refo¡m of taxation of

husba.d.antl ¡yife (vhich ca',not under any circumst¡nces happen for some tine)
one of the nost effective ways of concentrating tax help on these fami lies
would be.to create a uew allowance for people vith at least one child r¡nder 5.

If i- i.(¡r.:jd ì.e ar:::::::i-':,:i.:'e1:,'ir¡-'l':il':l -io:ritl,ti1ti..ij a n.¡r,.'r.a'-:, l-it'r"it'i'

íof ¡,.¡c comir:.g Buoget, a useiul s€cr¡Lu-ir..iii hourri Le to use i,!\, ciriú uc¡ù-ri
system to achieve a sinilar result.
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I vould also urge that, as in prerrious Budgetsr some part of any

f :scrl bet, l:rri;c .;ì:çi:Li i* ,.r::.i ¡,_.a ;-,: 5lj-.: ;,i:l;; ;i-. _-ir :*t: ::lr.,::,4:-:i, -.o¿i¡L

i¡;¡u €i)Oitüi::; ¿. îEËLi: è-ld r;¡¿'j¿ ¡: c ,:j-Sú .¡.ü,üi)'Lì' -üie:is:'ïe. S¿¡c:¡ ;i:"UJ:¡¡-x'J j

have a low import content antl will promote enplo¡ment. Íhey can be

targetted to geographical areas of naxinr¡n tlifficulty" Projects wbich

increase the sup?iy of jobs cj.rculating in the nornal labor¡r =arket are

likely to have a greater effect on confid.ence aad morale than schemes

designed. to occupy the unemployed. Moreover they help sustain the prívate

construction industry.

V- u-c7 fia,ca¿n

Joh. Sparrov
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releva:ot to yor:r decisions

I ray be helpful if I on nov three
ii¡ our study of unenplo¡ment, are very
on the Budget.

Onr present tax systen subsitlises capital and. tares labor¡r in a

way which is d.ifficult to d.efencl in present circumstances. I therefore
very much agree r+ith Patrick elenkin that abolition or at least further
reduction of NIS should bave the first call on whatever headroom you have.

ff you also bave scope for lower ilirect taxe-s, it would be

d.esirable to use it to ease the problenos of the unemployrnent trap. This
means, in the first instance, that raising tax thresholtls is preferable to
cuts in tax rates. But an across the board. increase in tax thresholcls is
a bh¡nt instrr:ment for tackling the unenployment trap. Ihe great najority
of farnilies affecterl by the trap are si.gle-earner couples, mostly with
children, yet only a snall part of the benefit of raising tax thresholcls

across the board would go to such femilies. Penrling r:efo¡m of taxation of
husba:rd..and. wife (which cannot und.er any circr:msta¡nces happen for some tine)
one of the most effective ways of concentrating tar help on these families
would. be to create a uew allowance for people with at lêast one child, under !.
If i- i.t,r-:jrJ ì.e art:'::-j:t:':.::.:-c1¡' i::.--;'-it.::l to j¡lt:oilt¡i:: a Jìet.' r-3.: : ll.'r.'it:-t.:
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system to achieve a sinilar result.
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I wou1d. also urge that, as in previous Budgets, some part of any

tiprrl ì:el l:.r:r:n sl,:,*u.Li "\* 
,+s:.1 i:-: ;:::1:-.: ..;;:l-;:; ;:_*.:Ìt :,:*- :r.:,..¡îtû,ti -*scj,¿L

i¡:ir¿ ürjû¡¡üi:: ì ¿. ;:Èeü- è3fi ;ji¿,Jü iii I ,:.,1:..¡ iiìüOtf' :i] úd:rs:';e. .3UC:¡, pïtrJIiL:t¡,J j

have a low import content aad. will pronote enplo¡ment. Tloey cal' be

targetted to geographical areas of m¡ximum tliffieulty" Frojects vbich
increase the supply of jobs cireulating in the normal labor:¡ =arket are

like1y to have a greater effect on confid.ence and. morale than schemes

tlesigned to occupy the unenployed. Moreover they help sustain the private
coustruction industry,

V- u-rT fia'<¿.<ln

John Sparrotd -1..*.".
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Sir D lfas
Mr Burns
Me Litt
Mr eton
MrC e11
¡h
Ur ing-Snee
l{n

lavelle I{r Monck
I¡Oma¡r

RiJ.ey
llr Sedgwick
I{n *urnbull
Itr HaII
I{r Fickford
I{r Bennett
Ur l,üilletts
l{n Rid1ey

MONEIA.EY T.ARGEIS IN 1987-8¿] : M1

I have reail the pape¡r attaehed to l{r Monckts submission of 26 January.

2. Tb.e noral of this story, taken in conjunction with the ps2
dilemma, is tbat we would have been far wiser to stick wÍth the
devil we knew last yea.r. But we ditt not¡ and there is no going
back.

V. ï fincl soue aspects of tbis subnission distr:rbing. In
particular, r shy at paragraph 27, wb.ere ít seems to be suggested
that iJ we take a high range for M'l and it sticks Ì,'rith it, then
we could laugh our hray round a parallel €¡f, overshoot; in other
words that M1 at 1V1"/" and SIfj at 1?¡"woulcl be nothing to lose an¡r
sl-eep over.

4. But the nub of the natter remaíns this: do we devÍse a
separate ranger or a form of words, for M1? For the life of me
ï cannot grasp the logic of a target whích, fron the word go, it
is our considerecl judgment rrrre &ne not goÍng to h.it. I would have
thought tb.e narkets lüere fa¡ more like1y to be scared by the sight
of M1 soaring steadily over the top of the r&ng€r urgecl on by

1
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cheerful cries of twe said it woul-d be appropríater, tha¡ they
woul-d by the presentation of r¡hat,we believe to be a likeLy
range - 11-1rr or whatever, I^rith a coherent erplanation .of

why this shouLd be, ancl wby we beLíeved it consistenü with falling
interest rates ancl abating inflation (provídect we dict not then
try to pretend that observance by M1 of its fJ-igbt path aLlowed

us to ignore the perfo:rmance of €I'Ø). So on balance f would
go for option c - but errpressed as a seconclary range.

5. tr.ailing ühat I would go for option a, which at Iea,st has

the virtue of vagueness and tradition. Option br it seens to
Bêr would give us the worst of every worLd. It would be tantamount
to sa¡ring'tve have got to have a target for old timets seke. But

iü doesnt t amount to a row of beans and we know we ¡l*ave no nind to
hit it. r

C-Ð11,,*;s,-.

f( rccx BRIJoE-canDrNE
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ECONOMTC PROSPECTS - JAITUÁ-RY lgBV RæORT

You have seen the January forecast. This shows little change fron the
forecast circulated for bhevening and in broad terns follows the '.
sane pattern as the forecast published in the Autumn Statement. It
already a11ows for a fall in the dolIar oil price of between two and
three dollars and. inplies an even bigger fa1l in real te:ms over the
next eighteen nonths. The problems of OPEC this week have therefore
not come. as a total surprise and do not require a major re-think of
tbe forecast although the d.ownsid.e risk for oil príces is now rather
greater.

2- The nain changes since the autumn statement forecast are

(i) a substantially rower exchange rate reflecting the
recent fall;

(ii¡ some improvement in the growth of output this year;

(iii) a higher inflation rate by the end of this year;

(iv¡ some improvenent in the prospects for the current accou¡t.

1
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1. In the autumn forecasting round we highlightêd

(i) the strong recent growth of donestic denand which we

expected to continue;

(ii) the recent and prospective weak performance of world
demand;

(iii) sone concern about the share of both donestic and

world. d"enand that was being achieved. by UK prodriðers.

4. The information that has become avail-able since then confirms
our Seneral- view about demand" behaviour but slightly changes the
interpretation of IIK performance 

:

(i) the growth of final domestic demand has continued.
to be buoyant much as e:çeited.; constmer spending
has been strong and total- ijnvestnent shows some increase
in the second half of Last :year;

(ii) world- demand has contínued to be weak with a further
fal1 in world industrial production in the final
quarter of 1982;

(iii ) the IIK has done rather better than expected in terms
of its share of@worl-d d.emand". kports
have performed well; in 1982 we maintained our share of
world trad.e but

( iv¡ a significant part of the d,enand. bas been met from
reduced. stocks rather than from higher output (as
foreshadowed in the Summer CBT Economic Trend.s Survey).
Although this has meant a disappointing output
performance in the latter part of 19BZ it means that the
stockr/output ratío is probably no longer excessive which
points to better prospects for a recovery of output this year.

2
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Worl-d Outlook

,. I would argue that the UK and the rest of the worl-d are now and
are projected to be in better financial balance than for some while.
Important characteristics that are common to both UK and the worl-d are:

(i) infl-ation has 'come down rapidly;

(ii) so have nominal (although not real) interest rates;

(iii) real money balances have begun to recover;

(lv) there has been substantial de-stocking in ind.ustrial
countries.

4û1,
rn addition at the world. level it is now clear that the T,DC&--..

countries have gone a long way toward.s red,ucing their inports and
cuEerbaccount deficit. f¡These adjustments are in large part the
resuLt of the recent orltput fal1 but are consistent with some
significant recovery of real d-enand. over the next 12 nonths.

7 - on balance we expect the fal-l in oil- prices to help the
ad,justnent of the world econorny although it is unlikely to be as
helpful as'previous increases in oil prices ü¡ere danaging. This is
because a number of countries (tne most common examples are Nigeria
and l{exico) -have already adjusted to higþer oil prices and will find
the reversaÌ of this process painful. |lhe banking system has also
partially adjusted. its lending behaviour to high real oi1 prices and
will find, the unwind.ing of this d.ifficult.

B. llhe continuing high ¡ea1 j-nterest rates ¿ruu the d.ow¡ward pressure
upon spend,ing from a reduced- supply of credit to high risk bomowers
remain the nost significant risks to growth. Recent IIK experience
suggests that qs inflatio:r and. nominal interest rates are reduced.
d.omestic de¡nand. increases as the worst of the de-stocking comes to an
end pnd consumer spend.ing ex¡lands. l/e remain vulnerable to a reversal
of world interest rates. As we have seen in the IIK a red.uction of

t
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interest and inflation rates can lead. to a faster growth of narrow
noney aggregates. This should not be resisted if we are to avoid
a rebound of interest rates during this phase of ad.justrnent.

Ad u tment in the ïIK

9. The IIK has made furtb.er progress towards adjusting to l-ower
inflation and. the forecast inplies further correction over the course
of the next year. In ad,dition to the factors mentioned in paragraph 5
it is significant that

(i) the ratio of conpany to personal sector disposable
income is expected to move back to virtually 1979 l-evels
d.uring the course of this year;

relative export príces are nohr much closer to their
historical 1eve1s. Àlthough they remain high by
reference to the latter part.of the 197Ots they are
within the range experienced over the past twenty years
which is a marked contrast to the pattern over the
past two years.

- '10. llhere are still- some important problems:

(i) real interest rates remain verîr hígh;

(ii)

i

(ii) relative vrage costs are stil1 high by past standard.s.
Although there has beerl some improvement with the falI
in the exchange rate and a sfower growth of IIK unit
l-abour costs they are still outsid"e the range of the
1960-1979 experienee.

11. Even so the cond.itions are nov,r emerging where we would expect
to see a clear resumption of growth. This is what the forecast suggests.
A large part of tne ad-justrnent to higher oil prices and lower infl-ation
is now complete. This should ease the strains upon financial policy.
Of course we nor¡rr have the possible required. ad.justment toward,s lower
oi1 prices. That eould pose some problems for IIK fj-scal policy but it
should not be anything like as d.ifficult as simultaneously adjusting to
higher oil prices and lower inflation.

4
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fnflation

12' r discussed the inflation prospect at length in the Chevening
paper' Some pick-up of inflation in the latter part of this year
seems to be very likely. The recent figures probably overstate the
progress towards lower inflation as we have been significantly helped
by what are Itkely to be temporary factors.

13' The difficult issue is to judge the impact of the recent fa1l
in the exchange rate upon inflation. Clearly there are sorne dangers.

14- rnport prices are likely to rise more rapidly.., . over the past
18 months inport prices h*yg^^risen verî¡ slowly "ffitrt nargins

ffi\P,fl!å*#t&Æe¿çu&" high rel-ative tJimports inro other
countriesJ -The dépre"ciat+o3"..+g..:'l981l g.id not lead. to the increase in
import nricesrPat migh{Å#ffi#W"ntHffi *u a resun napgins4'h¡ere red'uced. 1(t the beginning of the curr-ent bout of d,epreciation
margins u¡ere probably sti1l higher than elsewhere. This view emerges
both from a comparison of aggregate price indices and specific
prod'ucts such as cars. Ifowever on the basis of the aggregate d,ata
that margin has probably now been substantially lost and any further
d.epreciation is more likery to show up in higher import prices.

15' {lhe probl-ems this creates for inflation d-o not only reflect the
share of imports in expenditure. A higher level of import prices
enables domestic producers to raise their prices and theír margins.
At the same tine exporters will be able to raise their prices in
overseas markets- Reeently these have been held down as IIK exporters
have atternpted to compete with other countries by squeezing their
margins and' maintaining overseas prices at conpetitive level-s. The
depreciation removes some of this discipline and export prices can be
e>cpected to rise a bit faster.

16' The conbined effect is to ease the financial position on companiespartly at the dxpense of the personal sector; particularly those who
have been in the front line in the move towards lower inflation.
undoubtedi'y some easing of financial pressure on companies is required.

,
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if output is to recover,but judging the appropriate pressure that
perrnits this would creating excessive scope for íncreased prices
is very difficult. And there is still considerable downward" pressure
on hlage costs. But it is to be regretted that mueh of the nove
toward.s better competitiveness and. an easing of pressure on companies
has been brought about by tax relief by government and exchange rate
depreciation rather than by an adjustment of relative unit labour
costs.

17 There is little scope for further ad.justment by this route
without significant pressure on inflation emerging. As it'is the
forecast shows a slight upward drift of inflation over the next three
years. This will- pose presentational problems in the l'ilFS. In general
terns I agree that we are unlikely to see much. further progress over
the next three years towards lower ínflation as we move into the phase
when cyclical factors point the other Ïray. It is still possible ¡

that we will see a slow d.ownward drift of inflation after the
inevitable hiccup later this year but probably only if there is no
further significant depreciation.

PSBR

'18. I'or the second, year running we look like undershootíng the
Budget PSBR figure - and thís year after a considerabl-e Autumn
effort at infilling. The forecast notes that historically there
has been some tend,ency for the errors in the PSBR forecast to be
related to the progress of the cycle. |lhe PSBR tend.s to turn out
higher than extrlected in those years when the financial pressure is
at its greatest and output falls. llhe errors go the other !ìray as
the financial pressure eases and output increases. Clearly the
forecasters have tried to take this into account i-n presenting their
forecast. The forecast document also points out that recent PSBR

forecasts have been more than usually accurate; the errors have been
smaller than night have been expected on the basis of the historical
forecasting recprd". This need,s stressing if only to remind. oursel-ves
of the large potential error in this difficult area.

6
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Competitiveness

19. Over the last two or three years we have put considerable stress
on the loss of cost competitiveness. But recently exports have been

substantially higher than wou1d. b.ave been projected by tbe relationships
in the Treasury model. There are a number of possible explanations
for this. On bala."" ry own view remains that over a 1-4 year period
the nodel overstates the effect of a ]oss of cost competitiveness on

erports and output. Of course if the l-oss of conpetitiveness uas to
last for a long tine this could not be sustained and companies would-

withdraw from rnarkets. 3ut companies have reason to bel-ieve on the
basis of past erperience that some correction will take place either
through a better cost performance generally or eventually by a lower
nominal exchange rate. In this case they are encouraged to hang on.

If this interpretation is correst it inplies that as th"e exchange

rate fa1ls and output begins to recover we will not ""Stn" beneficial
effects upon exports from tb.e lower exchange rate that ,many people
might have expected-. On this interpretation all that is happening now

is tbat the patience and tenacity of exporters in hanging on to their
markets has finally been rewarded. in terms of better nargins.

20. It has also been difficult to interpret the recent behaviour of
imports. 9r" normal measure of cost competitiveness shows donestic
producers to be at a cl,ear disadvantage and final donestie denand

(particularly consumption) bas been rising rapidly. On the other hand

the level of inports has been relatívely stable. The only erplanation
seems to be that imports have been dominated by substantial de-stocking
in the final months of 1982. Às this unwinds the possibility of a furthe
sharp surge in Ímports (as in '198r ¡, is highly likely.

21. This inplies that we are likely to see a substantial recluction in
tbe eument account surpluses in the next f ew months, as hre did in the
rffi"ru*t or 1981.
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FROM: I BURNS
DAîE: 7 FEBRUART 198,

CHANCEIÏ¡R

ÍHE I'IEDTIIM TERM FTNAiVCTAI STR¿,IEGT

1. I attach a paper by l{P reviewing the main issues involved in
updating the lfTFS.

2. fhe first questíon is whether the Government will want to re-
affifn its conmitment to reducing inflation, given the 1ow level from
which we start and the generally flat or slightly rising profile for
inflation shown in the latest internal forecast. lfe assume that the
ansu,er to this is yes; and that the text and figures in the HTFS will
need to be broadly consistent with this aj-m. lle also assume that you

will want,, as l-ast year, to show a growth in output at least in line
with productive potential.

1. Given thís objective ïre need" to have decisions on the choice of
monetary guid"elines, PSBR ratios anci the illustrative assumptions f or
Ínflation and output. l¡fork on the MTI'S projections can then get und.er

hray.

cc. Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister of State (R)
Minister of State (C)
PCC
Mr CasseLl
Ilrs lonax
Mr Od1ing-Smee
Mr Monck
Mr Evans
Hr Sedgv.rick
Mr Shields
Mr Riley
Mr Ridley
Hr French
Mr Harris
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Monetary Guidelines
4. On monetary guidelines ny inclination is to go for the higher of
the two runs of figures shown in the paper (tabte 2). These are the
same as publish.e<l in the last MTFS with the extra year ad.ded showing
a further one point deceleration. I am eager to avoid being seen to
accommodate monetary policy to a 1ov¡er inflation rate. fhe maintenance
of a given noninal- framework as inflatíon falls is the most persuasive
argunrent for why recovelry will emerge. The higher range also ena'bles
us to say that we al?e expectíng M1 to grow at or above the top of the
range while €M} js expected to be in the lower part of the range"

PSBR

of the paper). This shor,vs a PSBR of 2?,% of GDP for 1981-e4 falling to
2% of GDF by ße5-e6. In bhe Chevening paper f argued in favo..rr of
publishín¡r a PSBR of €B billjon for 19Bt-84; a downwar<1 revision 'r¡ould
not be easy to justify given that output is now a little lov¡er th¿in
erpected at the time of the last Budget. Such a profi.le v,rill also give
an extra bit of flexibility for 1984-e,5 ancl 198r-86.

6. ff yr:u choose,fl7+ bjllion for the 19Bj-84 PSBR then we have litt-t_e
option other than to choose variant B for the later J¡ears.

Economi-c Assunptions
7. Fo:: the economic assumptions I see 1ittle difficulty in projecting
a growth rate of 2â7i per annum.

B. The profi.le for inflation is more difficult. Undoubtedly there
is a very large margin of error sumounding the assunption for 1985-86,
but it is unwise to push optirn:ist[ too far, given:

i the

the
has

the

the

most recent forecast

extent to which the recent inflation d.ecline
a number of ternporary factors associated with it

prospects for worl-d prices as world output recovers

various external forecasts.

11.

l-1l-.

iv.

(-
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ï am inclined to opt for the alternative assunption A in table 9.
It does not show much further progress on inflation but it d.oes show
a contínuatíon of low inflation whilst pointing in the right direction.

9. In broad. terms there will be two conflícting influences on
inflation over the next two-three years both in the UK and, the world
as a whole:

a. a low level of output; continuing excess eapacity,
will exercise downward pressure on infl-ation

l-4. an improved growth of output; putting some upward
pressure on infll"abicn if the very low real level- of
comnod,ity prices recovers (and naybe also profit
margins ).

ït is difficul-t to judge the barance of these factors. Most
commentators are putting a lot of weight on (ii¡. |lhis may be
pessimistic but there are risks of credibility in departing too far
from the consensus.

Other Aspects
10. hlhiche:¡er option is chosenr w€ need to look again at what is
said (or inplied) about:

i the exehange rate

U'1 and, more generally, the status of the d"ifferent
aggregates.

Lt_.

Ministers have already seen a paper by M1 by t{r Monck,
discussion is not repeated in this paper. Discussions
monetary ranges could have inplications for the status
aggregates. On the exchange rater hr€ suggest sticking
possible to the fornula used last year.

and that
about the
of the different
as cLosely as

Next Steps
11. l,/e hope to discuss this paper with you next week an<! in the nean-
time hold separate discussions with the Bank and. Alan Wuñ"""..H

_6"

tffis
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T'IEDTUI{ TERIV1 FINANCIAI, SIRATEGY

I. This note raises the main issues involved in preSenting the MTFS

and extending the monetary guidelines and fiscal proiections to L98r-86.

'Ihey relate to:

(1) what is said about the broad objectives of policy;

(2) the .financial framework: the monetary targets for L983-8tt

arr<i the guidelines for: the later years; vrhat is said about other:

fi.nancial ind.icators, inclucling the exchange rate; and the PSBR

assur¡ption f or the later years;

(Ð thé assumptions needed to construct the economic proiections
unclerlying the t:eventte and expenditure tabLes.

The noneta::y guidelines will. need to be discussed in more detail with
¡he I3ank. But it is usefui t<; take a preliminary look at all the nain

issues at the sarne time, to ensure broad consistency between differerit
elenents of the llTFS. The final section of the paper outlines two rnain

options.

0bj ect ives

2. The I{TIrS has always opened" with a gene:ral statement of the

Government's medium term objectives. fn 19BO-81 and 1981-82 this
read:

rrThe Governmentrs objectives for the medium term are to bring
down the r:ate of inflation and to creabe conditions for a

sustainabl..e growth of output and employment.'l

Last year vras a bit more explicit (as some comuentators note<l):

"The Governmentrs objective is to continue redurcing the rate of
inflation, ther:eby promoting a sustainable growth of output and

emoloyment.tl

1

going on to add:
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flThe Governrnent t s policies are directe<l at achieving a rate of
inflation that is well into singte figures. il

[his objective has never been qualified though we have j,ncreasingly
acknowledged that the financiaì- policies need,ed to achieve it are, to
some extent, contingent on world events and. IIK productivity performance.
Nor has it been quantified., though last year we published illustrati-ve
assumptions about the inflation rater âs background to the fi.scal
proj ections.

3. The rise in the GÐP deflator in 1981-82 was over LI%; in L9B2-83
it is likely to be around 7% (slightly lower than the ?t% forecast this
time last year). V'le think that present policies are unlikely to be
consistent with a further sign.ificant or lasting reduction in the
inflation rater ât least over the period covere<l by the I'ITFS; olrr best
guess (inevitably uncertain) is that it witl be broad.Iy flat, possibly
'showing some tendency to rise as the econo¡ny recovers.

tl. [he Chevening discussions imptied, that l{inisters are u}timately
airning for a further reduction in the inflation rate (a view refLected
in some recent Hinisterial speeches), but felt that a fulIer d.iscussj-on
of the medium term strategy needed to achieve this should wait until
after the election. [his could create problems. Given the low level
from which we start, a clear statement that the Government is aiming
for a further reduction in inflation may look (and be) inconsistent
with monetary guidelines and. other assunptions similar to those we used.
last year.

,. rt is, of course, helpful to emphasise the progress that has
already been made. But îte assume that Ministers will want to reaffirm
the commitment to reducing inflation and to support this by signalling
sone further movement in thisciirection over the period of the I{TFS.
Ïf this is correct, the opening sentences might be red.rafted on the
following lines:

'rGovernment policies have achi-eved. a rate of inflation that is
well into single figures. [he objective for the medium term is
to continue reducing infration, and to promote a sustainable
growth in output and empJ-oyment.rr

2
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The rest of this paper consíders how we could nake the text and
figures in the IIIFS consistent with a modest further faIl in the
inflation rate over the next three years.

The 1982 MTFS

6. The monetary ranges for broad and narrow money, the PSBR

assumptions, and the il-Iustrative figures for inflation and real and
rnoney GDP shown ln last yearts l{fFS are summarised in Table 1;
the estimated outturn for L9B2-83 is in brackets.

TABIE I. Guidelines and Economic Assunpti ons L9B2 IISBR

% change on a
year earlier L982-83 1983-84 L9B4-B'

Money
M1
€,u5
FSL2

PSBR flbn
as % GDP

Prices (GDP deflator)
Real GDP

Honey GDP

8-L2

e+
3*

7+ (7
l-a (t

g.B ( a

7-LI 6-10

76í-

-2å--*9.6 9.4

(L2+)
( rrå)
(9+)

7
2

(
(

6*
2

B+
2z

9
9

)
)

)

)

)

7. I/ith nonetary growth at the centre of the range, these figures
implied littl-e change in velocity over the period, and a significant
growth in real money balances, consistent with the expected recovery
in output. The tr'SBR also said that the ranges had been constructed on
the assunption of I'no major changes in the exchange rate from year to
yearf'. The exchange rate is now over LU/o Lower than it was in the f irst
quarter of 1982. However, the outturn for L982-83 may not be too
different fron that envisaged in last yearrs MTFS (though the time path
has, not surprisinglyr been more uneven) : an estimated outturn for the
effective rate of 88, compared with a forecast of Bl$;

3
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Monetary GuidelÍnes

B. Money GDP may have grown by 1$-2 per cent less than we expected

Last year. But this has not been reflected in the nonetary figures.
trlith the growth in both I{L and â}13 probably at tbe top of the target
range, there has been a fal1 in velocity on both Beasures of money.

Relative to consuner pricesr 8t least, the growth Ín real noney balances
has also been stronger than we exBected last year.

g. If we want to show a declining path for ínflatíon, and we stick
to the sane monetary ranges as suggested last yearr w€ shall need to
explain the signíficance of these developments and explain why unchanged

ruoney figures are now tbought to be consistent with a lower rate of
inflation in the nediun term. .Some connentators will argue that the
failure to reduce nonetary growth in the face of unerpectedly low in-
flation and output has had the effect of autouatically easing uonetary
pressures. In tine this will lead to a faster growth in output and

a rebound in inflation. tlitbout a change in nonetary Erowth ín noninal
terns, tbere is no reason to look for a lower rate of inflation ia the
nediun term. llhe rnore we inply that we are looking for a better out-
coû¡e on inflation, consistent with the sane recovery in real outputt
the nore diffieult it will be to rebut these argunents-

10. One approach is to argue tbat we have changed out view about the
Ímpact of structural ehanges on velocity, and now think tbat last yearfs
nonetary ranges may be consistent with a better mediun term outcome on

inflation. lrle have good reason for expecting a fall in IIl" velocity
as ínterest rates and inflation cone down. Ihis was foreshadowed in
last yearts MIIFS and underlined, in the Autunn Statenent. lrle ad,nitted

that the scale and tiníng of this shift lras uncertain. Mr Monckr s paper

on rrMonetary Ílargets in 1983-8a ¡ Mltr discusses various vrays in which

we might seek to get this Bessage across - either by repeating last
yearrs form of words, add.íng to then, or adopting a (more or less
fornal) separate range for namow money.

11. It may be nore difficult to sustain the argument that the velocity
of åÌ1ã is likely to renain lower than we vrere expecting last yeart and

could even falI further without lasting d,anage to inflatÍon. As

4
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Mr Burnsr paper for Chevening noted, soüe of our explanations for the
fall in Sl{3 veLocity in recent years ÍnpLy some uove in tho opposiüe
direction in the future, for exanple aa real interest rates fa1l. llbe
tining and. scale are, of course, very difficult to judge. But there
are problems Ín pleading too much ignorance. llhe more often we þoint
to unpredictable structural shifts in velocity, the nore we risk dis-
crediting the whole MIFS approach with its enphasis on a stable
financial franework centred on n'onetary targets.

L2. It is worth considering the case for uoving down the nonetary
ranges, ât least as they apply to broad money. This would be a way

of reinforcing expectations of a lasting move to lower inflation. lle
do aot need to imply that we think there is a very cLose relationship
between monetary growth over the next few years and the rate of infla-
tion,over the same period. But if we take the view that inflation is
likely to stabiliser or even fall further - in reponse to past policy,
or world events - the stance of policy Bay look excessively easy if
we do stÍck to last yearrs guidelines - with possible implícations
for .the rate of inflation in the longer term.

L3. llhere are, however, a nunber of arguments against such a move,

at this time :-

(i) it night be interpreted as a deliberate attenpt to
tighten policy - in effect, to chase the rate of inflation
down - which would put the recovery in jeopardy;

(ii) it might involve tacitly conceding a degree of primacy
for f,M3. llhe argunents for looking for lower nonetar5r growth

apply maialy to the broad aggregates. I¡ast year the nonetary
ranges applied equally to both broad and narrow Beasures of
¡noneJr;

(iii) by drawing attention to the üoney figuresr. the change

night be taken as a move away fron the more flexible approach
to Bolicy developed over the past year.

Any change would, in logic, have to apply to L9B3-84. It would be

difficult to justify sinply changing 1984-85, particularly as we have

,
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always argued that the ranges for the later years are purely illus-
trative, not targets.

14. Table 2 shows two possible sets of figures. Variant A repeats
last year's guidelines for 1983-84 and 1984-85 and allows a further
L% deceleration in the range for 1985-86. .Variant B shows ranges

which are |o/o points lower in each year. One way of reinforcing the
credibility of variant A would be to stress that the ralr.ges apply
equally to both broad and narrow neasures of noney, and say that tbere
are reasons for looking for a growth in €Û13 towards the bottom of the
range, just as there are reasons for erpecting MI to grow at or above

the top, ât least for a time. In describing variant B, we would need

to say that we are erpecting MI to grow above the range. Tbe choice
between these variants would not necessarily amount to much in practice;
a L% d.ifference is small in relation to the wídth of tho range, and
the precision with which $re can control these aggregates. But the oere
act of moving down the ranges could be presentationally significant.

Table 2: Alternative Monetarv Ranges for I to 1985-86

1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

I ?-LL

6-10

6-10

,-9

,-9

4-8

Variant A

Variant B2

I Broad and narrow noney

2 H"irrly broad (at least by inplication)

6
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lhe Exchange Rate

L5. In principle, there could be a case for revising down the
monetary ranges in response to the fall in the exchange rate. If the
forecast is broad.ly right, however, it may not be very strong,
particularly for the later years. In practice, last yearrs assumption
of t'no major faIl" enconpassed exchange rate.levels not all that
different from those shown in the latest forecasts:

Table 1 Exchange Rate I¡orecasts

L982-83
L983-84
L984-8'

l-9B2 I"ITFS

87.4
93.7
81. B

hij-nter 1983

BB.1
80.o
79.7

L6. hle shall need to say something about the role of the exchange rate.
Commentators will read significance into any departure fron last yearfs
formula, and that may be a good reason for adhering to it fairly
closely (tnough in fewer words). last year hre said.:

frThe behaviour of the exchange rate can help in the interpretation
of monetary conditions, particularly when the different aggregates

Zf,ä6"" to be distorted. [he exchange rate is a route through which
changes in the money supply affect inflation. It can also be an
important influence on financial conditions. External or domestic
developments that change the relationship between the domestic
money supply and the exchange rate may therefore disturb the link
between money and prices, at least for a time. Such changes
cannot be read,ily taken into account in setting monetary targets
But they are a reason why the Governnent considers it appropriate
to look at the exchange rate in'monitoring conditions and in
taking decisions about policy.rr Para 2.8.

7
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17 - The statement that the nonetary ranges 'rhave been constructed on

the assumption that there are no najor changes in the exchange rate
fro¡r year to year" (para.2.16) is likely to be as true this year as

last - though given recent experience commentators nnay find that
difficult to accept. We have, however, admitted to the Select Committee

that "no major change" can cover novements of up to LÚ/or and we can

emphasise the difference between year to year changes and shorter term
volatility.

The PSBR Assumntion

18. rlhe PSBR for L983-84 has provisionally been set at SB billion'
equal to 2|% of GDP, the ratio suggested in last year's MIFS and the
Autumn Statement. Last year lre showed a further decline to 7/o in
1984-85. The forecast assr.lmes that this ratio is held in 1985-86.

Given the forecast for nooney GDPrthis implies the followingr rather
uneven, path for the nominal" PSBII:

Table 4: The PStsR Fath: hlinter L9B3 forecast

P$tsR ålbn

as % GDP

r981-82

8.7

3-t+ :

'l qR2-R4
L /vÈ "J

7.9
toc. )

t9B3-84

B.O

2.7

L984-85

6.'
2.O

r98r-86

7.r
2.O

19. the MTFS has always emphasised the importance of consistent fiscal
an¿ monetary poticies; we have ar"gued that a progressive deceleration
in monetary gror¡rth requires a trend decline in the PSBR ratio, to avoid
undue pressu.re on real interest rates. Despite considerabl-e success on

the fiscal fr:ont in the last couple of years, real interest rates
have not fa1Len, and, in the forecasters judgnentr are likely to
lemain rrear present levels over the next few years. If reducing real
interest rates is a priority, there may be a case for looking for a

strarper clecline in the PSBR ratio over the MTFS period than the latest
forecasts assume. This case would be alt the stronger if we go for a

faster deceleration in monetary growth, consistent with some further
d,ecline in inflation.

B
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20. On the other hand., if we stick to ?/o for L984-8, (and, a fortiori
if we take a lower figure) there may be no room for a positive fiscal
adjustuient next yearr,once account is taken of this yearts fiscal
changes (assrxring that tÌ¡is yearf s PSBR ts set at 2896't.

An incr,ease in the PSBR ratio to 2bï6 ( equivalent to about Ê8 bllLion)
would give us an extra S,ltbil}ion to play with on the fiscal adjustment.
It may be difficul-t to find convincing excuses for this change. But,
given that it is sma1l, and" that most outside commentators now regard
fiscal policy as excessively tight, there shoulcl be no great present-
ational problem. If we then chose a ratio of ?/o in f985-86 we would be

showing a gradual decline in the PSBR both in nominal terms and relative
to GDP over the whole llllr$ period (ttrougn the precise numbers for the
nominal PStsR will depend on the assurned path for money GDts, which could
be significantly clifferent from the present forecast).

2L. .A,lternativelyr we could reconcile a æ/o PSBR ratio for 1984-85

with a small positive fiscal adjustment in that year, if we aimed

a little lower in I9B3-84, for exanPle, by setting the PSBR ratio at
2$ per cent (about g,?t bíLlion) rather than tlne 2| per cent (ge ¡n)
now in mind. Ihis would have the effect of sharing the fiscal adjust-
ment between the two years. l,Ie can also help to create more room

for tax cuts in 1984-85 by avoiding measures in the L983 Budget which

have a sharply increasing effect on revenue over time (eg some of
the company tax options fall into this category).

22. The long tern objective for the PSBR has a bearing on the choice
of figures for 1985-86. lJhat this objective should. be depends both
on the underlying growttr in the econony and the objective for inflation.
Even if we are aimÍng for stable prices, it is not clear that we ghould

be looking for a balanced budget in the long term. fhe PSBR ratio
averaged around 2*-2* per cent during the 1-95}rs and 1960ts. A rather
lower PSBR ratio would probably be consistent with the same average

rate of inflation nohr, .to allow for a lower ratio: of debt to GDP and

a slightly slower underlying rate of growth in real output. Rough

calculations on the lines suggested in Mr Burnsr paper suggest a longer
term objective for the PSBR ratio of between 1$-2 per cent - and }ess
tha-n this if we want to improve on the 5Ots,/6ots inflation performance.

9
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23. Table 5 suggests two possible paths for the PSBR, both consistent
with a fairly smooth decline relative to GDP (and no actual rise in the
nominal PSBR). The figures for the later years are purely illustrative;
we can and have revised them significantly when ure come to take
decisions about fiscal policy. But they ptay an inportant part in
shaping expectations. !{hi}e the lower path would no doubt be attacked
by some as excessively deflationary, it is little nore than a straight
l-ine extraporation of }ast yearf s MTFS. l,/e could not justify an
expectation of lower inflation over the next few years by pointing to
a tighter fiscal policy. But the l-ower figures might look nore con-
sistent with lower monetary figures, and continued optimism about the
prospects'f,or reducing real interest rates.

Table 5: Alternative PSBR Paths

L983-84 1984-85 r9B5-86

Variant A:

Sbn
as % GDP

Variant B:
3bn

as % GoP

7
2

B

2+

B

2+

171(2

2t
6+
2

,
L+

The Econonic Assumptions

2+ Last year we published assumptions (shown in table 1) for:

(l) the general rate of inflation (Cpp uarket price
deflator) in each year;

(2) the average rate of growth of output over 1983-84 and
19Ba-81;

G) Money GDP, in each year.

10
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The text also described, in vague terurs, the oil price assumption
und.erlying the projection of North Sea oil tax revenues. We normally
face close questioning from the Select Committee on such things as

unemployment, productive potential and the pattern of growth (though
lrre avoid giving figures, especially for unemployment),.

25. We shall have to provide at least as much information this
year. llhe published FSBR forecasts will include the first half of
1984, updating and extending those already shown in the Autumn

Statenent. Taking this as our starting pointr wê shall need to
revise the assumptions for 1984-85t and chilose numbers for 1985-86,
(ffie question of what to say about oil prices will need careful con-
sideration nearer the time).

26. fn choosirrg assumptions in the past we have always been rather
nore optimistic than internal forecasts while aiming to produce a

ciefensible, realistic and. internally consistent picture. This has

sometirnes, in some respects, produced better medium-term forecasts.
On output, the only assumption we have volunteered fron the outset,
we have been somewhat too optimistic in the I"ITFS, while the internal
.forecasts have been somewhat too pessimistic. On inflation (and on

money GDP) the MTFS projections of I9BO and f9B1 !úere more accurate
than internal forecasts (tfrougtr this wou1d. not of course tre apparent
to an outsider). In some other areas - such as unemployment - the
l"nFS has been rather less accurate than the internal forecasts.

27. As well- as the internal forecasts, we have usually given some

weÍght to:

(f) what outside forecasters are saying;

(2) economic assumptions published by the Governnnent in other
contexùsr €B public expenditure;

G) the need to present a picture broadly consistent with
the Governmentrs general medium tern objectives, and, in
particular, the monetary guidelines.

11
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The fnternal tr'orecast

28" fab1e 6 compares the latest internal pre-Budget forecast with
the f igures for GDP and inflation underlying the 1982 i'lTFS:

TabIe6 : Treasury Forecasts

L9B2-83 r983-B+ 1984-85 1985-86

Output

L98? IIIFS
L9B3 Pre-Budget

Inflation (GDP deflator)
L9B2 I"ITFS

L9B3 i?re-L3urlget

Money GÐP

(at marlcet prices)

)"952 IITFS t bn

% change

l-983 Pre-Budget
flbn

% ehange

1.7
0.8

7.8
7.L

28A
oa

274

7.9

2.6
2.9

6.9 ( 7)*
,.6

307

9.6

298

8.7

2.6
¿.¿

6.7 (6å)*
6.9

336

9.4

326

oz

n. a.
L.7

n. a.
7.L

fl .â.

fI .â.

3r,
8.9

* figures in brackets show rounding used for publication

29. In the terms used in the HTtr'S these forecasts suggest:

(i) an average rate of growth of real GDF in the last two years
of 7/o;

(ii) an inflation rate of T/o in both L984-85 and f985-86
(L+% points above the forecast for L983-84'' though tais nay be

revisecl before publication in the FSBR);

(iii) erowth in money GDP close to T/o ín each of the last two

years (growth in f9g4-85 similar to that
the level t"s 3% Iower).

T2

shown last year, though
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AIl these figures are subject to revision between now and l{archt to
take account of new infornation and Budget decisions. If the PSBR is
held to the SB bn assumed, in the forecast, holuever, these revisions
may be relatively ninor. Thls general profile of inflation and. output

has been a feature of all recent forecasts.

Outside Forecasts

3O. [able / summarises six of the outside forecasts completed within
the last three months. OnIy Phillips and Drew take account of last
month's fa}l in the exchange rate, and all assune a significantly
higher rate than the latest internal forecasts. The interpretation of

unchanged policies varies - the National Institute allow no fiscal
adjustment, while the EIU assume a significant relaxation in fiscal
and monetary policies relative to the ylllFs.

Table : Outside Forecasts

Calendar years
% change LBS EIU P&D CE NI BAIVK Average HYIT

Outout*

L9B3

r9B4
L985

Inflation
(consumer
exoenditure
¿eitator)

Lgg3

L984
r98'

Ist half only

RPI

?.o
2.O
L.?

6.7
9.2
9.3

2.O,

3.4
2.2

6.3
6.3
8.3

1.8
2.9*
fl .â.

6.7
?.O*
fl. â.

I.B
1.9
2.O

6.3
B.O

9.4

r.o
l.o
L.5

,.L
,.6
.2\

1.4
o.B
L.2

4,7

7.4
7.4Þ

2.L
2.4
1.9

6.8
?.2
7.4

t

r.7
2.O
I.7

6.4
7.2
7.9

ó

L3
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3L. 0n output, the Treasury forecast is above the average of outsid,e
forecasts, and only ttre EIU is as buoyant overall - no doubt partly a
reflection qf the lower exchange rate we are assuuing . On inflation
almost all the forecasters are expecting somefurther deceleration in
inflation in L983, followed bya modest upturn in 1984 and r9g5. (The
National Institute - with a very tight fiscal policy, and. the exchange
rate constant at 92 - is a possible exception, though ful1y conparable
figures are not available for 1985). The Treasury inflation forecast
despite a lower exchange rate - is close to the average of the outside
forecasts, and more optimistic than most fæ 1985.

Public Expenditure

32- In contrast to last year, when there !{ere published. cash faetors,
the Public Expenditure Survey is not based on explicit assumptions
about inflation. The published I{TFS assumptions about the GDP

deflator will, however, enable commentators to convert the cash
figures in the White Paper into cost terns and to draw conclusions
about the growth of public expenditure in 'rrealt' terms. In choosing
inflation assumptions therefore þre have to keep an eye on what they
imply for the real growth in public expenditure. The lower the infla-
tion assumption, the higher the inplied figures for public expenditure
in cost terms, and vice versa.

33. The new public erpenditure I¡'ihite Paper contains cost terms
figures for L983-84, using the forecast for the GDp price deflator
published in the Autumn Statement (5%). [his implies a real growth
i.n publie expeno:i.Ì;r;re tretween -i9sä-8,3 and Tgï7-gt+ of *.9/c, tfe will"
pf..r;T;ab.ll I./ol^u.ni;eer å lìew +*et Nern¡s Natrle, covering the lat;er: )¡irar.rì of
the *ru.T'vetr, afre.r' *che Ru<1gei,. 'Iliiai; wcul..rJ ¡el.so refLec'b any revi.si.ons
to +u* j..nflati-on fc.:l'ei:àst ior l"gBI-B{+.

34. Table I compares the imptiecl movement Ín public expend.iture in
cost terms using the !ühite Paper cash totals and. the Iatest interna]
forecasts for the GDl price deflator with the cost terms figunes as
they appeared last year. The new lrlhite Paper cost figures for L9B3-94
are also shown.

t4
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[able 8s Public Bxpenditure
.ta'

I9BZ llhite Paper/MIFS

Cash totals Sbn
(% change)

GDP price deflator
r98t-82=100
(% change)

trCogt termsil å,bn*
(% chanse)

L7B3/T'EïP a¡rd l9B3 forecast
inflation
Cash totals Sbn
(7á change)
GÐP price deflator:
l98l-82=lOO
(% ehange)

1982-83 t9B3-84 1984-85 L9Br-86

IL4.7 120.
(5.2

L27.6
(r.7)

r23.o( 6.7)

L26.4( ,.7)
LzO.9( 6.9)

104.
(-Ì.

O. å.

n. a.

n. a.

fI .â.

O. â.

r32.3( +.?)

LOz.2
(-2.2)

ll .â.

fl .â.

7
)

107.8( z.s)
106.4
( L.3)

LL3( 7.7)

L45.5( o.B)

LL'.3( o.9)

L04.7
(-2.5)

119.6( 5.8)

103,8
( -0. B)

L29.'( 7.L)
1ì7. -r
J-LJ. J-( 5.o)

r07. 1( 7.r)

)
,
1

to1.7( o.e)
ItCost termsrt ii,bn*
(% change)

L983 PEi/'fP (and A.S. inflation
fo:'ecast )

GDP price deflator
('/o change)

Cost terms Sbn
(% change)

ro7.,
n1tã

105. r
(0.+)

L2I B

9
B

5

LO'
(o )

* i.ê. cash totals adjusted for movements in GDÏ price deflator
since L98L-82.

3r. Since the l¡lhite Paper figures do not enbody a specifically
quantified view of future inflation, ít is difficult to say whether
they âre compatible with any particular profile of inflation that might
underlie the expenditure totals in the MTFS. But the published inflation
assumptions will affect the implied real content of the published cash
totals and the implied ratio of public expenditure to GDP. An inflation
assumption that was wel} below the levels in the forecast would make the
present cash plans look üore generous in terms of volume, and this could
pronpt the sort of criticisn of lax control recently expressed by the

L5
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Select Committee. Sinilarly, because the lower inflation assunption
would reduce the level of nominal GDP in future years, the published
cash plans would represent a higher ratio of GDP than is inplied in
the forecast. These presentational problens could becone problems of
substance if an unrealistically low inflation assumption led departments
to make their own dispositions on that assunption: the real content if
theír plans would be higher than could be sustained within the cash
totals if inflation feII only as forecast and. thís would make the cash
totals harder to hold in those later years. l{hile these problems should
be manryable provided the inflation assunptions are not too far below
.those in the latest forecast they clearly would becone greater as the
assumptions depart further from the forecast.

36. |lhe ]ITFS inflation assumptions will directly influence the
base line for 1986-87 in the new Survey. On past forn, the baseline
might be construeted by assuming sone further deceleration in the
general rate of inflation and. possibly allowing for some ad.d.itional
squeeze in volunes. The figures currently in mind are 3 or 3*%.
Either might look unduly severe if we ad,opted. an inflation assumption of
say 5 or 9t% for 1985-86; but would look reasonably consistent with
4 or 4*%.

37. llhere is no obvious tension between the PES assumptions about
unenployment (which will be published in the lthite Paper) and the
latest forecasts. Both show unenploymentr oD the new definition (GB,

namow) flat at around 3m. This is broadly consistent with the ?/"

average growth in output in the forecast over the last two years, and

what we have previously said about productive potential (an under-
lying growth of arounð' 2-2|j% over the next few years).

Alterna tive Assumptions

38. {lhere is sone rooûl for departing from the internal forecasts on

both inflation and output; but, in the }ight of tbe outside forecasts,
it might be difficult to defend both a signficantly more buoyant path
for output and a nuch lower path for inflation. Very low inflation
figures eould have unwelcone implications for the real growth - and

possibly the control - of public expenditure over the next few years,

16
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and point to an unrealistically low baseline for 1986-87 in the new

Survey. A low path for inflation nay also look inconsistent with
last yearrs nonetary guidelj-nes, ât least insofar as they relate to
broad noney.

39. Table 9 compares the forecast wíth two alternative assunptions
about inflation. Both alternatives are coupled with 2t% growth in real
output - (slightly above the forecast).

Variant A ehows a faÍrly flat path for inflation. lhe 1985-84 inflation
rate is rounded up to 6%¡ and there is some token deceleration thereafter.
Given the nargins of error, this is a defensible, if rather favourable,
interpretation of the current internal forecast. 0n this assunption
about inflation, the cash totals in the l,Jhite Paper would imply no

growth in public expenditure in cost terms.

Variant B illustrates a nore ambitious path for inflation. This
would have obvious politicat advantages, but it would look distinctly
optinistic in relation to 2*% growth and the outside forecasts. Ì'ie

can, in principte, reconcile low inflation and high output in a number

of ways, for example by assuming a very slow growth in costs, reflecting
sone conbination of low earnings or high productivity growth, but
outsiders are unlikely to find the picture very convincing. lhis
inflatíon assumption could eause practical and presentational problems

on public expendíture; it implies continuing growth in cost terns,
given the lühite Paper cash totals, and could point to an unrealistically
low base l:i-ne for 1985-86 in the new Survey.

17
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[able 9: Alternative Econonic Assumptions

Internal Fogecast 1t tive Assum tions
A B

2*

7

105.8 (O.3)
106.6 (O.g)
ro7.3 (o.7)

Inflation (cpp deftator)

L983-84
L9B4-8'
1985-86

Real output

5.6
6.9
7.r

2i
2

5t
5

4
5*
6

5

)
)
)

1 T9B3-84
j.984-B'
1985-86

average

2î

8*983

2l
2t

B

)
)
)

) )
)
)

Money GDP

L983-84
r984-85
r9B5-86

average)
)
I

)

I
9

Public enditure in I I

Cost terms å bn (% change)

' 105ra(-)
105.5G)
1O5.2(4.3)

40. llhe choice of economic assunptions interacts with the decisions that
are needed on the nonetary guidelines and the PSBR path:

(i) retaininE the sane monetâry ranges as in last year's IITFS (and
allowing a further L% reduction in f9B5-86) would imply sone shift
in veloeity, and a faster growth in real balances relative to last
yearr even on the higher of the two inflation assuslptions (variant A).
The combination of a still lower growth in rnoney GDP with last yearfs
guidelines would inply a continuing fall in velocity over the tine

L983-84
1984-85
1985-86

LO1.7 (0 .2)
r04.5(-1.1)
102.2(-2.2)
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period of the yl[FS. It might be difficult to convince people
that this was consistent with the assumed reduction in inflation,
or with a continuation of the fall beyond the end of the MIFS

period;

(ii¡ lower monetary ranges would help to get round some of the
problems involved in choosing the lower inflation assumption
(variant B). A change would be presented as being consistent
with better inflation prospects than were envisaged last year.
It might, however, be interpreted as a deliberate tighteni-ng in
stance and, on this view, the assunption of 2$% real- growth would
look less credible. Since the lower ranges would be more relevant
to broad money, they would also imply a degree of primacy for
üLLJ,

(iii) tfre choice between the two PSBR variants is fairly fine.
But the lower p*n (fallirE to L*% ín 1985-86) would look more

consistent withr/clearer signal on inflation, and lower monetary
ranges.

41. t/e see no particuar problems with the higher inflation assumption
(variant A). It can be defended as a reasonable interpretation of what
the present policy might deliver. It would be more difficult to
present variant B in this light. Even if changes to the financial
framework helped to make a better inflation outlook nore credible,
there could be awkward questions about the prospects for recovery.

IiPl Division
2 February L9B3
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îHE }ÍEDTI'YI IERM FINAIVCTAI STRAIEGT

1. ï attach a paper by MP reviewing the nain issues involve<1 in
updating the M[FS.

2. The first question is whether the Government will went to re-
affirm its commitment to reducing inflaùion, given the 1ow l-eveJ from
wbich we start and. the generally flat or slightly rising profile for
inflation shown in the latest internal forecast. We assume that thel
an€l¡,er to this" is yes; and that the text and figures in the MTFS will
need to be broad.ly consistent with this aim. We also assume that you
will wantr ås last year, to show a growth in output at least in l-ine
r^rith productive potential.

3. Given this objective we need to have decisions on the choice of
monetary guidelines, PSBR ratios and the illustrative assumptions for
inflation anô output. lnlork on the MTFS projections can then get under
hray.

1
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Ilonetar.y Guidel-ine s

4. On monetary guid.elines my incl-ination is to go for the higher of
the two runs of figures shown in the paper (taUte 2). These are the
same as publish.ed in the last MTFS with the extra year added showing
a further one point deceleration. ï am eager to avoid being seen to
accommodate monetary policy to a lov;er inflation rate. The maj-ntenance
of a given nominal f::amel,rork as inflation falls is the most persuasi-ve
argunrent for why recovery will emerge. The higher range also enables
us to say that we arîe erpecting M1 to grow at or above the top of the
range white ôM7 js expected to be in the lower part of the rarìge.

PSBR

of the paper). This shor,vs a PStsR of 21% of GDP f or 1981-84 f alling to
?% of GDP by 19e5-e6. Tn the Chevening paper I argued in favo,.r:: of
publishing a PSBR of .fl8 bill j on for 198't-E4; a downward revision v¡ould
not be easy to justify given that output is now a l-ittle lower th¿rn
erpected at the time of the last Budget. Such a profile rnrill afso give
an extra bit o.f flexibility for 198¿t-8,, and 19tir-e6.

6. Tf you choose .i7+ billion for the 19Bj-84 PSBR then we have little
orrtion other than to choose variant B for the later years.

Economic Assurnptíons

7. Fo:: t-he economic assumptions I see little diff iculty in pro jecting
a growth rate of 2*7i per annum

B. The profile for: inflation is rnore difficult. Undoubtedly ther,e
is a very lilrg5e margin of emor surround.ing the assunption fo::4,985-86,
but it is unwise to push optimísn too far, given:

1,. the most recent forecast

the extent to whích the recent i-nfl-ation d.ecline
has a number of temporary faetors associated with it

ii.

111-.

iv.
the prospects for vrorld prices as worl-d, output recovers

the various external forecasts.

1_
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I arn inclined to opt for the alternative assunption A in table 9.
It does not show nuch further progress on inflation but it does show

a continuatÍon of fow inflation whilst pointing in the right direction.

9. In broad. terms there will be two conflícting influences on

inflation over the next two-three years both in the UK and the world
as a whole:

1 a Low level of output; continuing excess capacity,
will exercise downward pressure on inflation

11, . an improved ggow[þ of output; putting some upward
pressure on i¡fl.abicn if the very low real level of
commodity prices recovers (and naybe also profit
margins ).

It j.s difficult to judge the balance of these factors. Most

commentators are putting a lot of weight on (ii). This may be
pessimistic but there are risks of credi.bility in departing too far
from the consensus.

Other Aspects
'1O. lvrhichever option is chosenr w€ need to Look again at what is
said. (or implied) about:

i the exchange rate

U'1 and, more generally, the status of the different
aggregates.

L]-.

Ministers have already seen a paper by M1 by I'{r Monck,
díscussion is not repeated in this paper. Discussions
monetary ranges could have inplications for the status
aggregates. On the exchange rater we suggest stieking
possibl-e to the formula used" last year.

and that
about the
of the different
as closely as

Next Steps
,11. 1,/e hope to d.iscuss this paper with you next week aï\in the mean-
tine hold separate discussions with the Bank and. Alan !ü$pers.

-6"rffis
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fTEDIUM ÍIERT{ FINA]fCIAI, STRATEGY

l. This note ::aises the main issues involved in pre3enting the MTFS

and extending the monetary guidelines and fiscal projections to f9B5-86.
flhey relate to:

(1) what is said about the broad objectives of policy;

(2) the financial framework: the monetary targets for L983-8tl
arrd the guidelines for the later years; vrhat is said aboub other
financial- indicators, including the exchange rate; and the P$BR

as.sumption for the later years;

(5) the assumptions needed to construct the economic projections
underlyirrg the revenue and expenditure tables.

TLre moneta::y guidelines will. need to be discussed in more detail with
bhe }Jank. But it is usefui t<¡ take a preliminary look at all the main

issues at the sarne time, to ensure br'oacl consistency between different
elements of the llTf'ii. fire final seetion of tTre paper outlines two rnain

options.

Ob.i ectives

2. The liTl'S has always opened with a gene::al statement of the
rlovernmerrtrs medium term objectives. In 1980-81 and 1981-82 this
read:

I'The Governmentrs objectives for the medium term are to bring
down the r:ate of inflation and to create conditions for a

sustainabl.e growth of output anci employment."

Last year rras a bit more explicit (as some comruentators note<1):

"The Governmenbrs objective is to continue redr-rcing the rate of
inflation, ther:eby pr:omoting a sustainable growth of output and

emnloyment. r'

1

going on to add:
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'lThe Governmentrs policies are directed at achieving a rate of
inflation that is well into single figures.r'

[his objective has never been qualified though we have increasingly
acknowledged that the financial policies needed to achieve it are, to
some extent, contingent on world events and IIK productivity perfornance.
Nor has it been quantified, though Ìast year we published illustrati-ve
assumptions about the inflation rater âs background to the fiscal
proj ections.

3. The rise in the GDP deflator in 198I-82 was over LI%; ín L9B2-83
it is likely to be around 7% (slightly lower than the 7*% forecast this
time last year). \¡'/e think that present policies are unlikely to be
consistent with a further significant or lasting reduction in the
inflation rate, ât least over the period covered by the HTFS; our best
guess (inevitably uncertain) is that it will be broadly flat, possibly
showing some tendency to rise as the economy recovers.

4. lhe Chevening discussions implied that l{inisters are ultimately
aiming for a further reduction in the inflation rate (a view reflected
in some recent Hinisterial speeches), but felt that a fuller d.iscussion
of the medium term strategy needed to achieve this should hrait until
after the election. [his could create problems. Given the. ]ow level
fron which we start, a clear statement that the Government is aiming
for a further reduction in inflation nay look (and be) inconsistent
with monetary guidelines and other assumptions similar to those we used
last year.

,. It is, of course, helpful to emphasise the progress that has
already been made. But we assume that Ministers will want to reaffirm
the commitment to reducing inflation and to support this by signalling
bome further movement in this direction over the period of the MIFS.
If this is correct, the opening sentences might be redrafted on the
following lines:

'rGovernment policies have achieved a rate of inflation that is
well into singte figures. lhe objective for the med.ium term is
to continue reducing inflation, and to pronote a sustainable
growth in output and employment.rl

2
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The rest of this paper considers how we could make the text and
figures in the MTtr'S consistent with a modest further fal1 in the
inflation rate over the next three years.

[he l-9B2 MIFS

6. llhe monetary ranges for broad and narrovü money, the PSBR

assumptions, and the il-Iustrative figures for inflation and real and

money GDP shown 1n last year's MTFS are summarised in [able ];
the estimated outturn for I9B2-83 is in brackets.

TAB],E I. Guidelines and Economic Assunptions f9B2 I'SBR

% change on a
year earlier L982-83 1983-84 L9B4-B'

Money
M1
å1113

PSL2

PSBR Sbn
as % GDp

Prices (GDP deflator)
ReaI GDP

Honey GDP

8,-L2

et
3+

7t(
l-e (

g.B (

(t z*)
( rrå)
(9+)

9
9

7
2

( 6t
2

8+
2+

7-TL 6-10

76*

- 
2å ---à9.6 9.4

:

7
24
8

)
)

)

)
)

?. !üith monetary growth at the centre of the range, these figures
inplied little change in velocity over the period, and a significant
growth in real noney baLances, consistent with the expected recovery
in output. The I¡SBR also said that the ranges had been constructed on

the assunption of frno najor changes in the exchange rate from year to
yeart'. The exchange rate is now over IA/o Lower than it was in the first
guarter of 1982. However, the outturn for L982-83 may not be too
different fron that envisaged in last year's MTFS (thougfr the time path
has, not surprisingly, been more uneven) : an estimated outturn for the
effective rate of 88, compared with a forecast of B|t;

3
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Monetary Guidelineg

8. Money GDP nay have grown by 1$-2 per oent less than we erpected
last year. But this has not been reflected in the nonetary figures.
tdith the growth in both I'11 and €Ì{5 probably at the top of the target
range, there has been a fall in veloeÍty on both Beasures of noney.
Relative to consuner prices, at least, the growth in real noney balances
bas also been stronger than we expected last year.

9. If we want to show a declining path for iaflatÍon, and we stick
to the sane nonetary ranges as suggested last yearr wê shall aeed to
explain the signifÍcance of these developnents and explain why unchanged

Boney figures are noïr tbought to be consistent with a lower rate of
inflatÍon in the uediun üerm. Sone connentators will argue that the
faÍlure to reduce nonetary growth j-n the face of unexpectedly 1ow in-
flation and output has fraä tne effect of automaticalty easing nonetary
pressures. In time this will lead to a faster growth in output and

a rebound in inflation. l¡{ithout a change in nonetary growth in noninal
terns, there is no reason to look for a lower rate of inflation in the
nedium term. llhe more we inply that we ere looking for a better out-
cone on inflation, consistent with the saae recovery in real outputt
the nore difficult it will be to rebut these argunents.

10. One approach is to argue that we have changed out view about the
inpact of structural changes on velocity, and now think that last yearf s
nonetary ranges nay be consistent with a better nediun term outcome on

inflation. t{e have good reason for erpectíng a faIl in Ml- velocity
as interest rates and inflation cone do¡rn. llhis was foreshadowed in
last yearts ÌlÍIFS and underlined in the Autunn Statenent. lle admitted
that the scale and tining of this sbift hras uncertain. Mr Monckr s paper

on trMonetary llargets in 1985-84 : Mlr' discusses various trrays in r*hich
we might seek to get this nessage acxoss - either by repeatÍng last
yearrs forn of words, adding to themr or adopting a (nore or less
fornal) separate range for namow noney.

11. It may be nore difficult to sustain the argument that the velocity
of €,Ì13 is lÍkely to renain lower than we were expecting last yeart and

could even falI further without lasting danage to inflatÍon. As

4
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Mr Burnsr paper for Cbevening noted, 6oúe of our explanatíons for the
fall in Sl{3 velocity in recent years ínply sone tsove in tbo opposite
d,irection in the future, for example as real interest rates fall. The

tining and scale are, of course, very difficult to judge. But there
are problens in pleading too nuch ignorance. llbe more often we point
to unpredictable structural shifts in velocity, the more we risk dis-
crediting the whole UIFS approach with its enphasis on a stable
financial franework centred on monetary targets.

12. It is worth considering the case for noving down the monetary
ranges, ât least as they apply to broad ooney. This would be a way

of reinforcing expectatÍons of a lasting move to lower inflation. lrie

do not need to inply that we think there is a vel1r close relationship
between monetary growth over the next few years and the rate of infla-
tion over the same period. But if we take the view that inflation is
likely to stabilíse, or even fall further - in reponse to past policy,
or world events - the stance of policy may look excessively easy if
we d.o stick to last yearrs guidelines - with possible inplicatíons
for the rate of inflation in the longer term.

L3. Ílhere are, however, a nunber of argunents against such a nove,
at this time :-

(i) it night be interpreted as a deliberate attenpt to
tighten policy - in effect, to chase the rate of inflation
dor¿n - which would put the recovery in jeopardy;

(ii) it might involve tacitly conceding a degree of prinacy
for SM3. llhe arguments for looking for lower nonetary growth

apply nainly to the broad aggregates. I¡ast year the monetary
ranges applied equally to both broad and narrovü neasures of
moneJr;

(iii) by drawíng attention to the uoney figures, the change

uight be taken as a move away fron the nore flexible approach
to policy developed over the past year.

Any change would, in logíc, have to apply to L983-84. It would be

difficult to justify simply changing 1984-8r'- particularly as üte have

,
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ah¡ays argued that the ranges for the later years are purely illus-
trativer'not targets.

14. Table 2 shows two possible sets of figures. Variant A repeats
last yearts guidelines for L9B3-84 and 1984-85 and allows a further
L% deceLeration in the range for 1985-86. Variant B shows ranges

which are L% points lower in each year. One way of reinforcing the
credibility of variant A would be to stress that the rallges apply
equally to both broad and narrohr Beasures of noney, and say that there
are reasons for looking for a growth in €'Mã towards the bottom of the
range, just as there are reasons for erpecting Ml to grow at or above

the top, ât least for a tíne. ID. describing variant Br þJê would need

to say that $re are expecting MI to grow above the range. The choice
between these variants would not necessarily amount to much in practice;
a L% difference is snall ín relation to the wídth of tho renge, and
the precísion r*ith r^¡hich we can control these aggregates. But the nere
act of moving down the ranges could be presentationally significant.

Table 2: Alternative MonetarY Ranses for 1985-84 to 1985-86

1983-84 1984-85 t985-86

I 7-LL

6-10

6-10

5-9

5-9

4-8

Veriant A

Variant B2

1 Broad and namor{ money

2 lt"ioty broad (at least by inplication)

6
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The Exchange Rate

L9. In principle, there could be a case for revising down the
monetary ranges in response to the faII in the exchange rate. Tf tn-e

forecast is broadly right, howevern it nay not be very strong,
particularly for the later years. In practice, last yearrs assumption
of 'rno major fallil encompassed exchange rate levels not all that
different fron those shown in the latest forecasts:

Table 1 Exchange Rate Forecasts

L9B2-83

L9B3-84
L984-8'

L9B2 MTFS

87.4
93.7
91. B

Irüinter 1983

BB. I
80.0
79.7

l-6. j/e shall need to say something about the role of the exchange rate.
Conmentators will read significance into any departure from last yeartb
formula, and that may be a good reason for adhering to 1t fairly
ctosely (though in fer¡¡er words). Irast year rre said:

I'The behaviour of the exchange rate can help in the interpretation
of monetary conditions, particularly when the different aggregates

Z*fi6"" to be distorted. The exchange rate is a route through which
changes in the Boney supply affect inflation. It can also be an

important influence on financial conditions. External or domestic
developments that change the relationship between the domestic
aoney supply and the exchange rate may therefore disturb the link
between money and prices, at least for a time. Such.changes

cannot be readily taken into account in setting monetary targets
But they are a reason why the Government consj-ders it appropriate
to look at the exchange rate in.monitoring conditions and in
taking decisions about policy.rr Para 2.8.

7
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17- The statement that the monetary ranges rrhave been constructed on

the assumption that there are no major changes in the exchange rate
from year to yeart' (para.2.16) is likely to be as true this year as

last - though given recent experience conmentators may find that
difficult to aceept. We have, however, admitted to the Select Comnittee
that "no major change'r can cover movements of up to LU/o, and we can

emphasise bhe difference between year to year changes and shorter term
volatility.

The I'SBR Assumption

18. rlhe PSBR for 1983-84 has provisionally been set at SB billion,
equal to 2{/o of GDP, the ratio suggested in last year's I{TFS and the
Autumn Statement. Last J¡ear we showed a further decline to 7/o ín
1984-85. The forecast assumes that this ratio is held in 1985-86.
Given the forecast for ¡noney GÐPrthis implies the following, rather
uneven, path for the nominal. PSBIì:

T-able 4: []re PSIIR Fath: !üinter I9BJ forecast

PSBR Sbn

as % GÐI'

r981-82

an

3 -t+

Lg82-83

7.9

2,.9

L983-84

B.O

2.7

L98+-B'

6.'
2.O

L985-86

7.t
?_.o

19. The I{TFS has always emphasised the importance of consistent fiscal
ancl monetary policies; we have argued that a progressive deceleration
in monetary grourth requires a trend decline in the PSBR ratio, to avoid
undue pressure on real interest rates. Ðespite considerable success on

the fiscal f::ont in the last couple of years, real interest rates
have not faL1en, and, in the forecasters judgmentr are likely to
remain near present leve1s over. the next few years. If reducing real
interest rates is a priority, there may be a case for looking for a

sharper decline in the PSBR ratio over the HTFS period than the latest
forecasts assu"tne. This case would be all the stronger if we go for a

faster deceleration in monetary growth, consistent with some further
decline in inflation.

B
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20. 0n the other hand, if we stick to ?/o for 1984-85 (and, a fortiori
if we take a lower figure) there may be no room for a positive fiscal
adjustment next year, once account is taken of this yearrs fiscal-
changes (assr¡ning that thLs yearrs PSBR l-s set at 2E%1.

An inc¡'ease in the PSBR ratio to 2*16 (equivalent to about&8 b1lIion)
would give us an extra S,f*billion to play with on the fiscal adjustment.
It may be d.ifficult to find convincing excuses for this change.. But,
given that it is smal-I, and that nost outside commentators now regard
fiscal policy as excessively tight., there shoukL be no great present-
ational problem. If we tiren chose a ratio of ?/o in f985-86 we would. be

showíng a gradual decline in the PSBR both in nominal terms and relative
to GDÏ over the whole llTlr$ period (though the precf.s e nr¡mbers for the
nonninal t']StsR will depend on the assurned. path for money GDP, which could
be significantly different fr:om the present forecast).

2L. .â,lternativelyr wê could reconcile a æ/o PSBR ratio for 1984-85
with a small positive fiscal adjustnent in that year, if we ained
a litt1e lower in 1983-84, for exanpler by setting the PSBR ratio at
2$ per cent (about S7å billion) rather than tìne 2| per cent (gB bn)
now in mind. [his would have the effect of sharing the fiscal adjust-
ment between the two years. lüe can also help to create more room

for tax cuts in 1984-35 by avoiding measures in the L9B3 Budget which
have a sharply increasing effect on revenue over time (eg some of
the company tax options falt into this category).

22. |lhe long term objective for the PSBR has a bearing on the choice
of figures for 1985-86. What this objective should be depends both
on the underlying growth in the economy and the objective for inflation.
Even if we are aining for stable prj,ces, it is not clear that we should
be lookíng for a balanced budget in the long tern. The PSBR ratio
averaged around 2+-2f. per cent during the 1950ts and l960ts. A rather
lower PSBR ratio would probably be consistent with the sane average
rate of inflation novÍ, to allow for a lower ratio. of debt to GDP and

a slightly i¡lower underlying rate of growth in real output. Rough

calculations on the lines suggested in Mr Burnst paper suggest a longer
term objective for the PSBR ratio of between 1$-2 per cent - and less
tha-n this if we want to inprove on the 5A's/6}t s inflation performance.

9
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23. Table 5 suggests two possible paths for the PSBR, both consistent
with a fairly srnooth decline relative to GDP (and no actual ri-se in the
nominal'PSBR). The figures for the later years are purely illustrative;
we can and have revised them significantly when we come to take
decisions about fiscal policy. But they play an inportant part in
shaping expectations. While the lower path would no doubt be attacked
by some as excessively deflationary, it is tittle more than a straight
line extrapolation of last yearfs MTFS. We could not justify an

expectation of lower inflation over the next few years by pointing to
a tighter fiscal policy. But the lower figures might look nore con-
sistent with lower nonetary figures, and continued optimism about the
prospects'f,or reducing real interest rates.

Tab1e 5: Alternative PSBR Paths

L983-84 L9B4-B' T9B5.86

Variant A:

flbn
as o/o GDP

Variant B:
åbn

as % çop

B

2+

I
2*

6+

2

7
2

rt1(z
2*

,
L*

The Economic Assum'otions

24. Last year we published assumptions (shown in table 1) for:

(r) the general rate of inflation (GDP market price
deflator) in each year;

(2) the average rate of growth of output over t9B3-84 and

1ÇBa-8!;

G) l{oney GDP, in each year.

10
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The text also described, in vague terms, the oil price assumption
underlying the projection of North Sea oil tax revenues. We normally
face close questioning from the Select Committee on such things as
unemployment, productive potential and. the pattern of growth (tfrougfr
hre avoid giving figures, especially for unemployment).

25. I¡Ie shall have to provide at least as much information this
year. The published FSBR forecasts will include the first half of
f9S4, updating and. extending those alread.y shown in the Autumn
Statenent. Taking this as our starting pointr Ìre shall need to
revise the assumptions for 1984-85, and choose numbers for 1985-86.
(lfre question of what to say about oi1 prices will need careful con-
sideration nearer the time).

26. In choosirrg assumptJ-ons in the past we have always been rather
more optimistic than internal forecasts while aiming to produce a

ciefensible, realistic and internally consistent picture. This has
sometirnes, in some respects, produced better medium-term forecasts.
On output, the only assumption lre have volunteered from the outset,
we have been somewhat too optimistic in the MIFS, while the internal
forecasts have been sonewhat too pessimistic. 0n inflation (and on

noney GDP) the IIIFS projections of 19BO and 198] were more accurate
than internal forecasts (thougtr this would. not of course be apparent
to an outsider). In some other areas - such as unemployment - the
lmFS has been rather less accurate than the internal forecasts.

27. As welL as the internaL forecasts, we have usually given some

weight to:

(1) what outside forecasters are saying;

(2) economic assunptions published by the Government in other
contextsr êB public expenditure;

G) the need to present a picture broadly consistent with
the Governmentrs general medium term objectives, and, in
particular, the monetary guidelines.

T1
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[he Interna]- Forecast

28" Table 6 compares the laùest internaL pre-Budget forecast with
the figures for GDP and inflation underlying the L9BZ MTFS:

Tab1e6 : lreasury Forecasts

LgB2-83 r983-B+ L984-B' 1985-86

Output*

L982 I'ITFS

L9B3 Pre-Iludget

Inflation (GDI' deflator )

1982 I"ITIIS

I9B3 llre-L3uclget

Money GÐP

(at marlcet prices)

L982 IITFS 5" bn

w cha'nge

1983 Pre-Budget
$bn

% change

I.7
0.8

7.8
7.L

2BO

oa

274

7.9

¿

2

.6

6.9 (7)-
,.6

307

9.6

298

8.7

2

¿

.6

.2
n. a.
L.?

f.I .â.

7.L

fl .â.

Il .â.

3r>

B.g

6.7 (0å)*
6.9

336

9.4

326

9.3

* figures in brackets show roundi-ng used for publication

29. In the terms used in the MTtr'S these forecasts suggest:

(i) an average rate of growth of real GDF in the ]ast two years

of V/oi

(ii) an inflati on rate of 7% Ln both 1984-85 and L9Br-86
(l*% points above the forecast for L983-81t", though t'ris nay be

re'vise<l before publication in the FSBR);

(iii) growth in mon GDP close to V/o ín each of the last two

years (growth in L9B4-85 similar to that
the level ís 3% Iower).

L2

shown last year, though
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All these figures are subject to revision between nout and l{archr to
take account of new information and Budget decisions. If the PSBR is
held to the S8 bn assumed in the forecast, however, these revisions
may be relatively minor. This general profile of inflation and output
has been a feature of all recent forecasts.

Outside Forecasts

30" [able 7 sunmarises six of the outside forecasts completed within
the last three months. OnIy Phillips and Drew take account of last
monthrs fall in the exchange rate, and all assume a significantly
higher rate than the latest internal forecasts. [he interpretation of
unchanged poticies varies - the National Institute allow no fiscal
adjustment, while the EIU assume a significant relaxation in fiscal
and monetary policies relative to the ylTFS.

Table ¡ Outside Forecasts

Calendar years
% c]nange

Output

L9B3

1.984

T9Bl

Inflation
( consumer
exoenditure
¿eflator)

Lg83
199+

Lg85

2.O 2.O,

2.O 3.
L.7 2

l.B 1.O 1.4
1.9 r.O 0.8
2.O L.' T.2

LBS EIU P&D CE NI BAI{K Average HI"IT

2.L

6.?
9.2
9.3

6.7
7.O'
Il. â.

6.3
B.O

9.4

5.L
,.6
þ-r\

7.3
7.4
7.4

a

4

2

6.3
6.3
8.3

1.8
2.9*
fI .â.

2.4
1.9

6.8
7.2
7.4

¡i lst half only

RPÏ

L.7
2.O

L.7

6.4
7.2
7.9

ó

L3
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3J.. 0n output, the Treasury forecast is above the average of outside
forecasts, and only the EIU is as buoyant overall - no doubt partly a

reflection of the lower exchange rate we are assuming . On inflation ,
almost all the forecasters are expecting somefurther deceleration in
inflation in L983, followed bya modest upturn in 1984 and T985. (ffre
National Institute - with a very tight fiscal policy, and the exchange
rate constant at 92 - is a possible exception, though fully conparable
figures are not available for 1985). The [reasury inflation forecast
despite a lower exchange rate - is close to the average of the outside
forecasts, and more optimistic than most fæ1985.

Public Expenditure

32. In contrast to last year, when there vüere published. cash factors,
the Public Expenditure Survey is not based on explicit assumptions
about inflation. The published I"ITFS assumptions about the GDP

deflator wil}, however, enable commentators to convert the cash
figures in the White Faper into cost terms and to draw conclusions
about the growth of public expenditure in 'rrealrt terms. In choosing
inflation assumptions therefore $Ie have to keep an eye on what they
imply for the real growth in public expenditure. l[he lower the infla-
tion assumption, the higher the implied figures for public expenditure
in cost terms, and vice versa.

33. [he new public erpenditure White Paper contains cost terms
figures for 1983-84, using the forecast for the GDP price defl-ator
published in the Autumn Statement (5%). This implies a real growth
in public expenai.tr:r"e between .l9,ii2-83 and 1983-Bt+ of *%, l{e will.
pr:cbably vol.un;.eer â rìew eest terms tablercovering the later: yeâr.ç of
the sìur\,"ey, afte.r' nche Rudget. 'llirat wouL.ct al.so reflect any revisi.ons
to ou.¡: j"nflatír¡n fcreeàst tor 1-983-8¿t-.

34. Table B compares the implied movement in public expenditure in
cost terms using the White Paper cash totals and the l-atest iaternal
forecasts for the GDP price deflator with the cost terms figures as
they appeared ]ast year. [he new !ühite Paper cost figures for t9B3-84
are also shovun.
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Table 8s Public Expenditure
.t¡.

L9AZ ]¡,lhite Paper,/PITFS

Cash totals Sbn
(% dnange)

GDP price deflator
198t-82=100
(% chanee)

rrCost terms'r á,bn*
(% chanse)

Lgffi/TryWP açrd 1983 forecast
inflation
Cash totals Sbn
(% change)
GDP price defl-ator:
l981-82=lO0
(% change)

It0ost terms" å.bn+
(% chanee)

L983 PE1¡IP (and A.S. inflation
forecast

L9B2-83 L9B3-B+ 1984-85 1985-86

L14.7

ro7.B( z.s)
106.4
( 1.3)

LT3( 7.7)

1O7.1( 7.L)

Lot¡.5( o.B)

ro7.,
t'j 1t2

105. I
(0.+¡

r20.
(r.2
LL'.3( 6.9)

LO4.?(-2.r)

LL9.6( 5.8)

105.8
(-o.B)

L26.4( ,.7)

to4.5(-r.t)

fl.. â .

11 .4.

O. â.

fl .â.

fI .â.

L32.3( +.7)

!o2.2
(-2.2)

Il .å.

Il .â.

7 127,6
) ( 5.7)

L23.o( 6.7)

'1

i

I

i

I

1
6

7
2

1ìZ
J-LJ.(r. r2a.9 r29.'( 6.9) ( 7. r)
o,1

( )

8112

)

GDP price deflator
('/o change)

Cost terns álbn
(% change)

,
LO'.9
(0.8)

* i.e. cash totals adjusted for movenents in GDl']price deflator
since 1981-82.

3r. Since the l,Jhite Paper figures do not enbody a specifically
quantified view of future inflation, it is diffioult to say whether
they are compatible with any particular profile of inflation that might
underlie the expenditure totals in the ilIFS. But the published inflation
assumptions will affect the implied real content of the pubiished cash
totals and the implied ratio of public expenditure to GDP. An inflation
assumption that was well below the levels in the forecast would make the
present cash plans look more generous in terns of volume, and this could
prompt the sort of criticism of lax control recently expressed by the
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Se1ect Committee. Sioilarly, because the lower inflation assunption
would reduce the level of nominal GDP in future years, the published
cash plans would represent a higher ratio of GDP than is implied in
the forecast. These presentational problems could becone problens of
substance if an unrealistically low inflation assumption 1ed departments
to make their own dispositions on that assumption: the real content if
their plans would be higher than could be sustained within the cash
totals if infLation fell only as forecast and. thís would. make the cash
totals harder to hold in those later years. i{hile these problems should
be manryahle províded the inflation assumptions are not too far below
those in the latest forecast they clearly would become greater as the
assumptions depart further from the forecast.

36. |[he MTFS inf]ation assumptions wi]l directly influence the
base line for 1986-87 in the new Survey. On past form, the baseline
night be constructed by assuming sone further deceleration in the
general rate of inflation and. possibly allowing for sone additional
squeeze in volunes. fhe figures cumently in mind are 3 or 3*%.
Either night look unduly severe if we adopted an inftration assunption of
say 5 or 9t% for 1985-86; but would look reasonably consistent with
4 or 4*%.

37. There is no obvious tension between the PES assumptions about
unemploynent (which will be published in the trlhite Paper) and the
latest forecasts. Both show unenploynentr oD the new definition (GB,

narrow) flat at around 5m. This is broadly consistent with tlne 7/o

average growth in output in the forecast over the last two years, and
what we have previously said about productive potential (an under-
Iying growth of around, 2-2*% over the next few years).

Alternative Assumptions

38. llhere is some room for departing from the internal forecasts on
both inflation and output; but, ia the light of tbe outside forecasts,
it might be difficult to defend both a signficantl¡r nore buoyant path
for output 95! a much lower path for inflation., Very low inflation
figures,could have unwelcone iuplications for the real growth - and
possibly the control - of public expenditure over the next few years,

16
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and point to an unrealistically low baseline for 1986-87 in the new

Survey. A low path for inflation nay also look inconsistent with
last yearrs monetary guidelines, ât least insofar as they relate to
broad noney.

39. Table ! compares the forecast with two alternative assumptions
about inflation. Both alternatives are coupled wíth 2t% growth in real
output - (slightly above the forecast).

VariantAehowsafairl y flat path for inflation. The L9B3-84 inflation
rate is rounded up t,o 69/o, and there is some token deceleration thereafter.
Given the margins of emor, this is a defensible, if rather favourable,
ínterpretation of the current internal forecast. On this assumption
about inflation, the cash totals in the tJhíte Paper would inply no

growth in public expenditure in cost terms.

Variant B illustrates a nore ambitious path for inflation. Îlhis
would have obvious political advantages, but it would look distinctly
optimistic in relation to 2*% growth and the outside forecasts. lrle

catl, in principle, reconcile low inflation and high output in a nunber
of ways, for exanple by assuming a very slow growth in costs, reflecting
some combÍnation of low earnings or high productivity growthr but
outsiders are unlikely to find the picture very convincing. lhis
inflatíon assumption could cause practical and presentational problems
on public expenditure; it inplies continuing growth in cost terms,
given the lfhite Paper cash totals, and could point to an unrealistically
low base li-ne for 1985-86 in the new Survey.

L7
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llable 9: AlternatÍve Econonic Assumptions

fnflation (cup deftator)

]-983-84
L9B4-B'
L98r-86

Real output

Internal Forecast Alternative Assuûrptions
A B

5.6
6.9
7.r

6

5*
5

2+

2*

)2Ç4

2t

5+

,
4

T9B3-84
1984-85
1985-86

average 2

9

LO5.7 (0 .2)
ro4.5(-1.1)
1O2.2(-2.2)

2+

)
)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)

)
)
)

)

l

Money GDP

L983-84
r9s4-s5
r9B5-86

average

9Bå

8

B*

7)
)

)
)
)

Public expenditure in I981=82

Cost terms S bn (% change)

L9B3-84
L9B4-85
1985-86

' 105.4(-)
105. r(-)

105.8 (0.3)
]06.6 (0.8)
LO7 .3 (O.7)1O5.2(4.3)

40. The choice of economic assumptions interacts with the decisions that
are needed on the monetary guidelines and the PSBR path:

(i) retaining the sane monetary ranges as ín last year's IITFS (and
allowing a further L% reduction in 1985-86) would imply some shift
in velocity, and a faster growth in reaÌ balances relative to last
year, even on the higher of the two inflation assuüptions (variaat A).
The combination of a still lower growth in money GDP with last yearrs
guidelines would iotply a continuing fall in velocity'over the tine
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period of the UTI'S. It night be difficult to convince people
that this was consistent with the assumed reduction in inflation,
or with a continuation of the fall beyond the end of the MÎFS
period;

(ii) loy¡e¡ monetary ranges would. help to get round some of the
problerns involved in choosing the lower inflation assumption
(variant B). A change would be presented as being consistent
with better inflation prospects than vrere envisaged last year.
ft night, however, be interpreted as a deliberate tightening in
stance and, on this view, the assunption of 2$% real- growth would
look less credible. Since the lower ranges would be more relevanl,
to broad money, they would also imply a degree of primacy for
f,Y13;

(iii) the choice between the two PSBR variants is fairly fine.
But the lower p*h (fal}ing to L*% tn 1985-86) wouLd look more
consistent withr/clearer signal on inflation, and lower monetary
ranges.

41. tr¡e see no particuar problems with the higher infLation assunption
(variant A). It can be defended as a reasonable interpretation of what
the present policy might deliver. It would be more difficult to
present variant B in this light. Even if changes to the financial
framework helped to make a better inflation outlook more credible,
there could be awkward questions about the prospects for recovery.

IIP1 Division
2 February 1983
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Lowest since Wt 1960s. at ffi V.l p.e. Thatts a conbination

no Governuent in BrítaÍn has been able to achieve in recent

years, and few overseas.

ULtinately econo'nic revival depends upon you Ín fndustry.

fhe Governnent is doíng its best to clear away the obsùacles.

\
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RECORD OF A DISCUSSION ON THE MEDIUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY

AT Z.3O P.M. ON 1? FEBRUARY AT NO.11.

Present:- Cha¡¡cellcír of the Exchequer
Chief Secretary
Economic Secretary
Sir D \iVass
Mr Burns.-â
Mr Littler
Professor ljValterb
Mr Middleton
Mr Kemp
Mr Ridley
Mr Kerr
Mrs Lomax
Mr Shields

Mr Burns' minute of 15 February, covering the draft MTFS; and minutes of 16 February from

the Chief Secretary a¡¡d the Economic Secretaryr were considered.

- 2. The Chancellor questioned whether the MTFS as drafted was sufficiently ambitious:

some readers might find the rhetoric about sustained pressure to reduce inflation r¡nmatched

by the actual reductions in monetary growth which were suggested, and by the inflation

prospect offered in paragrapb 19. The d¡aft did not satisfactorily resolve the difficulty
presented by the short-term rise in forecast inflation: it offered not even the prospect of

gold at the rainbow's end. By comparison with the original MTFS' the reductions in

monetary growth seemed hardly rigorous; and the document would do little to encourage

expectations of reduced inflation.

3. It was noted that the inflation forecast in paragraph 19 referred to the GDP deflatort

which now stood at 7 per cent, rather than the RPI, which now stood at r¡nder 5 per cent:

the forecast path was therefore one of reduction, though decelerating. It was also noted

that this gradual decline should be seen against the likelihoo{ of world economic rec'overy,

and a rising world inflation trend. The importance of "congruence with the internal

forecasts, and with the industry act forecast, was also noted. .

Ø



4" Professor lValters suggested that the draft should explain that, whereas forecasts

tracked the cycle, the MTFS cut through it. The text should also set its projections for the

UK economy in the world context.

5. Mr suggested that'expectations of lower inflation might best be reinforced by

including, in words if not figures, some projections forwa¡d to 1986-87 a¡rd 1987-88. The

Chief Secretary drew attention to the difficulty of showing'any public expenditure figures

for years beyond the Survey period; but it u¡as suggested that there would be less difficulty

aUout showing ranges for monetary growth, and figures for the PSBR as a ProPortion of

GDP, for the two additional years

ô" The Char¡cellor asked that the draft should be revised before discussion with the

Governor on 21 February. This revision could be fairly minimal, but should include the

dropping of paragraph 14 a¡rd the second of the alternative formulations on inflation in

paragraph 19. Further work should then be done, in slower time, to widen the draft's

perspective; draw attention to the cyclical upturnl through which the MTFS should steer;

oplain the relationship between the GDP deflator and RPI; and reassert the prospect of

further progress on inflation in subsequent years. Figures for revenue a¡rd expenditure

beyond 1985-86 should. not be shown, but consideration should be given to including fi'gures

fàr monetary growth a¡¡d for inflation.

J O KERR

18 February 1983

DlSTRIBUTION

Those Present
Fina¡¡cial Secretary
Minister of State (R)
Minister of State (C)
Sir A Rawlinson
Mr Byatt
Mr Cassell
Mr Odling-Smee
Mr Monck
Mr Evans
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FROI{: ECONO}1TC SECR]ITARY
ll./tTE: / FnBlìU.AlìY 19Bt

CHANCET,IOR cc Chief Secretary
tr'inancial Secrêtarv
Mirister of State (R)
Miulster of State (C)
PCC
Mr Burns a
Mr CasseLl
MrS Ïronax
t{r Odline-Snee
lv(r Monck
Itr E\tans
Itr Sedgwick
Mr Shielcls
l{r Riley
Mr tr'¡rench
Mr Haruis

TEE MEDTUM [TR.M X'TNAI\TCTAI SIRATEGT

3'fter reading ltr Bu:rns I subuissíon of ] tr'ebruary and the attached
pqper by MP;-"ít see'ns to me ùhat this has got to be spJ-it into
what l¡e 

*FE&, 
and what we Egt.

2. Firstly, what we luant. I an inclined to take issue wíth the
statenent in palagrapb 4 of the MP paper, which refers to rthe
Low Level 6r infratíogy' tron which we sta¡tr. å,11 trings &re
relative, antl by the standa¡ds of the 19?os that is fsir enorrgh.
3uü at an¡r other time that r can recal\ a prospect of about 6o/o a
year (if werre lucliJr) woultt have been regarded hrith homor.
so r would p:refer to be a bit more anbitious if we can.

V. Ihis instinct is reinforcect by the i¡nnediate outlook. It seems
to me that there is a relatively high risk of a substantial faLl in
the oil price. I very much agree with Sir D llasst comment (at oui
neetÍng with the Governor on I'riday) that the logical response to
such an eventuality, and its possible inpact on the exchange rate,
is to actJust the fiscaL stance. l{oreover the Latest eviclence from
the donestic economy, where r feel, that the Mp paper possibly
ove¡rstates the inpact of dissavir¡g;. and understates the inpact
of lower ínfratÍon on ("e) nortgage costs and hence disposabre
íncomes, points the saqte vray. Tet at the same tine the Low l-evel

5[
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of discretionary savings, emphasised by Alan trüalters at our most
recent funding neeting, also points or so it seems to me - to the
advisability of a cautious PSBR for '198V-B+.

4. So I think the case for a somewhat lower PSBR than the €B"billion
tbat we took as our benchmark at Cheveuing is made out.

5. Secontlly, what we gg[. The PSBR path in Table 4 ]-ooks distínctJ.y
bunpy. If we went for 9,7* bil-lion ín 19BV-84 we would el-iuinate
the upwartl blip from what we expect to be the outtr¡rn in 1982-8r.
Paragraph. 21 suggests thet tLis wouTl be consistent w:ttb a sna1l
positive fiscal adjustneht in 198.4'-8r, For ay part, bearing
in nincl that we are tfl.}ring about figrires a long way inside the
nargÍns of emor, I woulcl be rather less worriecl about a marginally
higher figure - say SZ billion - for 19Bls-85 if that Bave us room
to offer a slightly ¡aore appetisÍng-looking fÍsca1 aitjustnent
for that year: that::would also, incidentally, give us a sonewhat
smoother path on into 1985-86..

6. Moving on to the monetary aggregates, we face an awkwa¡d
quanùry over what to' do about Hl . llhe forecast suggests that it
is likely to move beyond tb.e 7-11% ran6e suggested in tine 1982 }4IFS.
I,do not tbink anybody is serÍousJ-¡ir suggesting we shoulcl go therefore
to a hígher rangê foç alJ- aggregates: that would gtve the na¡kets
a very unilesirable síánal. -grrt f thougbt it was striJring how

or¡r assembled outside'pundits last week sountled pretty unanj-mous
(it was aborrb the onJ.y thing they did sounil unaninous about) in
discounting M1 and honing back on €IfJ - even those like Gordon
Pepper who last year went ovèrboard on M[fs significance. Hence

I feel rather more optinistic about ou¡ ability to get away with
souething Like a repetition of tbe 1982 Red Book fornula for M1,

as. swgestect in paragraph 18 (a) of I{r Monckt s submíssion of
January 26. But given the fragility of the exchange rate, the
tlesirability of giving the right sÍgnals to the na¡ket about ou¡
inflation anbitions¡ and perhaps most of aII the grouncls for concern
about the possíbilÍty of a tu¡n-round ín veJ.ocíty, I woulcl far prefer
to Eee us go for the 6o/n1ú/0. range in a context which nacte it
cl-ea¡ that we were thinking prinarily of â¡gi.

2
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7. Finally, there are the stated inflation foreeasts. so far
¿^Fj f c¿ll see -í,;.'rrlit the '1 l)8Ll lìecj ]ìonl; ¡llrcj j i;s l)j_,r,:iìe(j(ìSSrìj,t,, r.,_lt6'ceüe¡i.
requires us to offer RPf forecasts for E+ 1983 on ryf ßgZ, and q2

19æ on Q2 198V (wfr¿ T an, not entirely c1ear, but there it is).
Given the hazards and r^¡orrÍes. about. rater períoils, that is
obviously quite enough. rf r understand it right the Mp paper,
which tarks in terns of GDP defrators, advises us to go for
6% for W 1981 on +F 9Q, and f think one has reluctantty to
agree that anythíng better would be unlikely to camy conviction.
lJhile the AS had a figure of 5% for the RpI, it would be difficult
not to nake any allohrance fo¡ the fa1l j-n sterling, Moreover
the lower we go for q4 ßBV on ry+ 1gBZ, the fi¡rther we would have 

,

to depart fron the Ílreasur¡r inùerna1 forecast in order to clain to
carry on the good work into the forecast ' for qp ßU+ on QZ 19\jt
thatr to ny uintl, Ís.of qrucial iraportance. So I would settle for
6% on the RPI j:n'19}iìand - at ¡rorst - 5t%, for Qp 198¿r on
qP 1987 (I would far ¡rather go for 5% if we could defend Ít). Then
we have to give the.GnP deflator rassumptionsf for 19g4-85 and
1985-86. I would infinite3.y prefer Assumption B, since Assunption
A leaves us in 2 yeáis t tine pretty wel-l where we sta¡t. But
it ís stalkly at va¡Íance with the internal- forecast, ancl would
lack all creclibiliùy unless we go for the rower pffiR option
ancl lower monetar¡r ¡sngê. Even then it night be wiser to go
for +*% in 1985-86 rathet tban 4%.

B. lrhere is arso füe pbraseology. r an not overwhelned by
I{Prs suggestion in paragrap]n j. flhe reference to sustainabre
gpowth & enplo¡ment is becom:ing a Iittle ren:in:lscent of
the Brazilian cavarry in rRoad to Riot; and the reference to
inflation has a bit too much of a nuance of sa¡lng rde have woD.
ï would prefer sonething more on the lines of:-

ttctovernment' polícies have al-ready achi eveit the lowest
rate of inflation for mo:re than ten years, ancl are designed
to make possibre further progress to stable p:rices, thereby
creating the envíronment for the restoration of the'
Iong-term competitiveness of BritÍsh inclustry ancl commerce,

and

2
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upon which alone -a sust&Lnable recovery in enploJment
must depenð. The Mecliun Term Fínancía-l Strategy
describes the financial framev¡ork :nequired for the
fulfilnent of this objective'r.

9. .A.s to the exchange rate, I think we shoulcl stick wíth
fno major changesr: It has at least the virtue of consisüency.

JOCK

(
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FROM:

DATB:

JOHN GIEVE

/ February I9B3

PRTNCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc Financial Secretary
Economic Secretary
Minister of State (R)
Minister of State (C)
PCC

.**$4r*:Burns
Mr Cassell
Mrs Lomax
Mr Odling-Smee \
Mr Monck
Mr Evans
Me Sedgwick
Mr Shields
Mr Riley
Mr Ridley
Mr French
Mr Harris

THE MEDTUM TERM FTNANCTAL STRATBGY

The Chíef Secretary has read Mr Burns I minute of J February
and the paper attached to it. He has the following comments.

Obj ectives He Ís content with the revised formulation
in para.5 of the paper.

Monetary ranges - LiKe Mr Burns, he would go for Variant A

of Table 2 of the paper.

PSBR - Rather than either of the Variants in Table 5 of
the paper, hê would favour a path of SB billion
in 19Bl-84, s7 billion in 1984-85, and s6 billic
in 1985-86. Thís would maintain the downward

pre'ssure more convineingly than Variant A but
less harshly than Variant B.

Economic assump-tions - He favours Variant A in Table 9. He

thinks this is better for public expenditure
presentation. Variant B may l-ook more ambitious
on inf.lation, but would, in his view, strain
credibility excessively.

lc

CONFTDENTIAL

JOHN GIEVE
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cItAl,¡cELT,OR OF TtrE D(CHEqL]-E"R cc Chjef Secretary
Flna:icia1 Secretary
Econoniic Secretary
Sir Douglas Wa6s
Mr Burns
ltr Middleton

BUIGE'I PROGRESS }4EE'IING I'Ol'lORROh' - PSBRs EI'C

Looking again at !,fr Burrrs ninute of ] r.ebrrary about the l'!I'38 et.c and my owtl

note of earlier todqy about overall progress, I thought it might be helpful
if I set down very briefly the link betr+een these so far as the PSBR goes.

2 In short the position is ae follovs :-

a. Variant A in Ì,ír Burns Table 5 (pSgRs of åB billicn for
1983*84 and 1984-85) would just pernit Eudget C - ttre cìearest in
Table i, - so far as 1983-84 gces, and shor+ a ha¡dsor¡e

fiscal adju*tnent for 1984-?'5.

b. Mr B,.¡rns Varia¡t B (PSBRs of ã?2 billion for 1981-84

end S6f bill-jon for 1984-8t wouleÌ pe:-ri-t very little
nore than rny Bufuet A - the f ower end of the ranges

for tire various cottiFÐnerita nor.¡ before us.

c. The Chief Secretaryrs owÉ variant (gB billion in 198-84

anà Ð? billion in 1984-85) worrl<i permit my Budget B - r¡hich

is approxi.nately midn'qy between the upper and loi¡er end of
the ranges of the various components now before us.

t. To put tbis point another way, if we go for Mr Burrrsr Variant A we keep

all three Budgets alive; if we go for the Chief Secretaryrs variant we only

keep Budgets A and B alive, while if we go for l.fr Burns I Variant B we are right
dor¡n to the lowest end at Budget A on1y.

4. A1l this of course is based on the assurrption that the r.rithmetic remaine

as shown - and it could easi\r cbange; and that the forecast stays solid -
and on this we have the oil price risk to note.

b(k
BUDGET SECRE,T E P KEMP
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Cirancellor of the Exchequer

Pi'ì'ì¡s

1. You might like a short note to provide a guide for tonorow's
discussion. The key issue as Mr Burns says in his covering note
is the Governnent's objective on inflation, the nunbers that go

with this, their credibility in terms of consistency with the
inflation objective a¡d the short term inplications for output.

2. l[t¡e decisions which are sought are set out on p18 of the MTFS

paper. They are:

À MONTNART R¡,NGE,S (see Table 2)

i. Retain last yearts monetary ral.ges and ertend by a year
or ii. Reduce the centre points by 1% point,.

These are discussed in paras 6-14 of the note. No one argues for
higher ranges. l"1r ttlalters favours (ii) above. Mr Burns (i). The

outsiders r^rere broadly content with (i) but some inclined to (ii).
The Bank incline to (i).

t. The question is closely related to those in l{r l{onckrs minute.
One of the naín arguments for the status quo is that the ranges carl,
with very little strain encompass all the target aggregates. So

this nay be the point to decid.e whether or not we want separate
targets for different aggregates. Note: if we reduce the MÎFS

¡angês by 1% it will be difficult not to apply the sane principle
to 1987-84.

B TI{E PSBR (see lable ,)
i. Stick to the present MTFS path
ii. Have a slightly steeper dowrr.¡ard progression.

4.
The tougher option tends to go with the more deternined looking
counter-inflationary stnnce shown in lower monetary râñges. But
it does not have to. l{r Walters inclines to the lower PSBRg - so

do I. But the outsiders certainly did not, Hr Burrns does not and
neither does the Bank. A lower PSBR carries implications for this
yearts packnge and the size of the fiscal adjustnent in 1984-85.

C ACCO},IPANTTNG NUI'IBERS (Tab1e 9)

,. hle have to put a lot of other numbers with the money and PSBR

¿lt-
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fi-gures. 'fhe¡;e íi're discussed i-n paras 7*9 of tr-r Burnst cover
::ote and 24-72) of the r,'rain note. You do not of course have
to stick to foreeast numl¿el:s - either ou.rs or outsiders - they have
pr'oved sufficiently !¡rong to give you a consicìerable amount of
discretion. B':t you will wish to select a credible set to defend
before the Select Corunittee and others. The danger is that r¡e

start talking about precise substitution between lower prices a¡d
higher output. The key question in Table 9 is does inflation
performance with A look sood enoush, or"åä"åt}l?¿e""?åg|"å1?Ê.""t
alongside the alternative money and PSBR range{- With B the question
is does output perforrnance look cred,ibl-e when âet against the policies
thought to be neeessaqf to achieve these inflation numbers.

D OTHM POTNTS

6.

E

There are two lesser but inportant issues:

i. hrhat r^re say about objectives (paras 2-r)
ii. ffirat we say about the exchange rate (paras 1r-17). There
are some changes here now that "no najor changestris taken to
me*n 10% down from now - which is not the assumption. "Broadly
unchanged'f night be better.

Gn{ERAL

7. hle r+ant a firra steer on the substantive points so that we cân
have a go at a draft. You do not have to take final decisions
until you see how it looks when set out with an accompânying text.
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cc. Cbief Secretary
Financía1 Secretary
Economic Secretar¡r
I{inister of State (n)
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Minister of State
PCC
I{r Cassell
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I{EDIIJU IERM T'TNANCTJ,I STRATEGY

Ï attach a' d.raft of the lgIS'S, along the lines agreed at last week's
overview ne'eting.

2- lJe have used the higher monetar1r ranges and. inflation assumptions,
and the chief secretar¡rts proposed path for the psBR.

j. Para 1 and 14 present alternative passages on the exchargê
raie (short and' long) r Frd. two ways of expressing the assumption about
thc future path of the exchange rate.

4. Ihe economic assumptions are set out in paragraph 19. ÏJe have
displayed two !,t?ys of describing the infl-ation assumption. Alternative
A gives separate figures for the GÐP deflator in 1gB4-8, and 1985-86,
as last year. Alternative. B provid.es only an average figure for the
last two years- .â'veraging would be consistent with our treatment of
real output, where we have never shown the year to year path, and it
could' be presentationally convenient if we wanted to concede that
there night be a hump in inflation, but Ìüe hrere uncertain about timing.
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3ut it would have real disad"vantages for public 'erpend.iture. A year
to year path is needed to convert the cash figures into cost terms.
llore irnportant, there',is an operational need for realistic inflation
assumptions' in each year, to allow Departments to plan-sensibly.
Any path we provided. for use within Whitehall would almost certainly
reach the Se1ect Committee.

,. The post-Budget forecast upd.ate is not yet complete, and firm
d.ecisions on the numbers are best l-eft until later, but you asked
how the short-term forecast of the Rpr squared with tbe HIFS
assumptions about the GDP defl-ator. [he figures night look as
follows:

çd¿
o"¡"'lr

per cent changes on a year earlier
t""r RPI GDP deflator

6-æ (forecast)
,+g (f orecast )

1987 q4

1987-84

1984 Q2
1984-85

Çt.,iÇ q-7 (forecast)
5+ (llTFS assumption)

trfe would expect the rise in the RPI to q2 1984 to be larger than the
rise in the GDP deflator to 1984-85 because of the proposed HTFS
assumption.of falling infLation and because of the effect of import
prices on the RPr (¡ut not, directly, oû the GDp deflator). rhe
figure of 7 per cent for the RPI in 1984 Q2 is the forecastersr best
Suess; a lower figure woul-d. be more obviously consistent with the
}ÍIFS assumption. You will want to look closely at the published
figures for '1987 Qg and 198+ Q2 on a consistent basis. -

Next Steps
6. lle are to discuss this draft at your neeting on llhursda¡ with
a view to send.i-ng a revised draft over to the Bank by the weekend.,
for a meeting with the Governor on Mond.ay. You may vrant to take
another look at the precise infl-ation assumptions for the HTFS l-ater
in the week, when you consider the section of the Financial Statement

-7
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on the short-term forecast.
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MEÐTUM IERM FTNAI{CTÂI SIRATEGY

ï attach a, draft of the I{IFS,
overview meêting.

along the lines agreed. at last week's

2' lüe have used the higher monetarîr ranges and inflation assumpti o4s,
and the chief secreta:qrfs proposed path for the psBR

1' Paragraphs 17 and '14 present arternative passages on the exchaage¡ate (short a¡d' long), and two ways of expressing the assumption aboutthe future path of the exchange rate 
- r- - :

4- rhe economic assrrnptions are set out in paragraph ,1!. ¡Ie h,avedisplayed' two weys of describing the inflation assumption. alternative
'ê' gives separate figures for the GÐp deflator in 19g4-.85 and 1985-g61as last year. Alternative. B provides oaly an average figu"" fo". thelast two years' 'âveraging would be consistent with our treatment ofreal 0utput, where we have never shown the year to year path, and. itcould' be presentationally convenient if we wanted. to concede thatthere night be a hunp in infl-ation, but we h¡ere u¡certain about tining.
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But it woul-d have real- disadvantages for public Þxpenditure. A year
to year path is needed to convert the casb. figures into cost terms.
More i-mportant, thPre 'is ân operational- need for real-istie inflation
assrmptis¡Isr in each year, to allow Departments to plan*:Êensibfy. 'rr'

Any path we provided" for use within llhitehall woul-d. almost certainly
reach the Select Committee-

5' The post-Budget forecast update is not yet complete, and firm
d'ecisions on the numbers are best l-eft until- l-ater, but you asked
how the short-term forecast of the Rpr squared, with the lifFS
assumptions about the GDp defrator, The figures nigbt look as
follows:

pr't

per cent changes on a year earlier
u"; RPI GÐp d"efl-ator

6-q (forecast)
j+{6i (forecasr)

-i tv

19BV q4

19Bt-84

1984 q2

1984-85

¡"1
Y¡z

vt.,rt q-7 (forecast)
5+ (lf[FS assr:mption)

I'le would expect the rise in the Rpr to qz ß84 to be rarger than therise in the GDP deflator to 1gB4-85 beeause of the proposed urFs
assumption.of falling inflation and because of the effect of importprices on the Rpr (¡ut not, directly, on the Grp defrator). rhefigure oî 7 per cent for the RFr in 1gB4 Q2 is the forecasters, best
guess; a lower fígure would be more obviously consistent with the
HTFS assumption- Tou wi-ll want to look closely at the published
figures for 198j Ql+ and 1gB4 e2 on a consistent basis . -

Nerb St e1)s

6' trrle are to discuss this draft at your neeting on llhursday, with
a view to send.ing a revised. draft over to the Bank by the ,""kurrd,for a meeting with the Governor on Monday. you may want to take
another look at the preeise inflation assumptions for the lnr¡s laterin the week, when you consider the section of the Fi-nanciar statement
on the short-term forecast. 
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W {þ(,*ú
MEDTUM TERM FINANCIAL STRÀTEGY - DRá,FT

l. Government policies have helped to bring about a rate of inflation that is already well

into single figures. The objective over the medium term is to cjglin!ç-¡educfurg-inflationt

and to secure a lasting improvement in the performance of British industry¡ so providing the

foundations for f sustainable growth in output and employment. Firm financial policies are
,

an essential means to this end. ,The 
medium term financial strategy sets out the framework

within which policy is operated.

Z. Control of the money supply is a central part of this strategy. In jud.ging the rate of

monetary growth needed to reduce inflationr.the Government will continue to take account

of structural influences on the different monetary aggregates, as well as the behaviour of

other financial indicators, including the exchange rate. Fiscal policy is designed tp be

consistent with this monetary framework and with the overall objective of reducing

inflation. T
a-€imÊl€-one. \nst $rr.t " period of years, a red.uction in public sector borrowingr as a

proportion of GDP, has a key part to play in securing a fall in interest rates, in both real and

nominalterms""@

3. The extent of the recovery in real activity over the next few years depends critically

on bringing down cost increases, in all sectors of the economy. lo11g Sgmgllic -c_qgts y.ill

enable British industry to compete more effectively, at home and abroad, without add.ing to

inflationary pressures. Despite recent gains, UK productivity is still low in comparison with

other major industrial countries. The long term health of the economy depends on further

efforts to close this gap. Moderation in pay will help to ensure that improved. efficiency is

reflected in higher output and employment.

4. The Government will continue to pursue policies to strengthen the supply performance

of the economy, by providing greater incentives for work, enterprise and saving¡ and by

improving the working of markets. A lorj¡6 rate of inflation will provide the right

macro-economic environment in which these policies can succeed.

Recent Financial Conditions

5. Monetary conditions have developed broadly as intended over the past year; in the

year to February, tie growth of the key monetary aggregates was within the target range of

8-12 per cent. Combined witþ -the rapld_fg.ll ip_i1fl*llollthis contributed to a substantial

fall in interest rates. By mid-November, short term rates had come down to 9 per cent butt

as the exchange rate weakened, market rates, and. with them base rates, rose to around

-1-
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r1 Per cent. In recent weeks however short term interest rates have fallen back to around

[ ] per cent.

Table 2
MONETARY GROlf,TTI 1982-83

Percentage growth

Mo(1) Ml tM3 PSL1 PSLZMZ

February L982-February 1982 t3tl tl1 ål t6l ttol tel t8 ål

fl

(1)Monetary base, wide definition

6. fM3 grew by 10 per cent over the target period. During the spring and early summer
the rate of growth was close to the bottom of the range. There was some rise in the iate
summer and autumn, but since December growth has again slowed. down. PSLZ grew by less

thn gM3 - t8ll per cent in the year to February - in part reflecting the fact that a large
proportion of building societies' inflows were into term sha¡es which are not included in
PSLZ. Although such shares have become more liquid. in recent years, as facilities for early
withdrawal have been offered, there is generally still a significant penalty for early access

in the form of a period of notice and. loss of interest. ffne growth of bank lending followed
much the same profile as that of [M3, a period of slow growih being followed by a period of
acceleration and. then a return to slower growth. This variation was attributable largely to
borrowing by companies, borrowing by persons remaining relatively high and steady through
the year.f

7. Ml. grew more slowly than fM3 over the period 19?9-31. Last year as expected M1

responded to the fall in interest rates and its growth rate rose. By the autumn, it exceeded
that of tVl3

finishing at [11]J per cent over the period as a whole. Narrower measures of money
continued to grow slowly. While non-interest bearing Ml rose by t8l] per cent over the year
as a wholer the monetary base grew by only [E ]] per cent, despite lower interest rates,
possibly reflecting a trend decline in the importaace of notes and coins relative to other
means of payment. The new monetary aggregate, M2, which is intended to provide a better
measure of tra"r¡sactions balances, grew by [ó] per cent, though lack of past data still makes
it difficult to interpret the behaviour of this series.

8. Other financial indicators pointed to moderately restrictive monetary conditions. As
in other industrial countries real short term interest rates remained high. While the prices

-z-
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of some financial assets rose strongly, the increase in real asset prices was modest. House

prices stopped falling and. showed some tendency to rise *"**""¡rtd¡y toward.s the end of the

year. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong. The fall after October could be

taken to suggest that conditions were becoming less restrictive, though it seems to have

owed more to exter¡ral factors, such as concern about oil prices [and, possibly, to political
r¡ncert ainties.l

9. Against this background., the growth in real money balances, on most measures of
_ Ç-":

moneyr largely reflects the fall in inflation a¡d points to a recovery in real activity.'(-Çven
,tu#thenominaImoneysupply,higherrealmoneybalance"ål."o

importaat mechanism by which lower inflation can help to raise the level of activity.

Moneta¡v Policv

10. In recent years the economic significance of the wider aggregates has been affected

by changes in savings behavioui and by structural changes to the financial system,

associated. in part with the ending of direct controls. These d.evelopments led to last yearrs

decision to raise the monetary ranges.

æ Inflation has fallen fast despite the overrun on previous years' monetary targets, and

monetary growth within the new target range set for 1982-83 "e"ÐJffi*e been consistent
Éá4 1À+4{-

with maintaining a meCeralely restrictive stance.

lt. As announced in the Budget Speech, the target ra.nge for 1983-84 is to be set'at the

?-L1 per cent indicated last year. 
""rá#U 

progress in red.ucing inflation will require a

further fall in. monetary growth over the next few years along the lines shown in table 3.

The precise target ranges for 1984-85 and 1985-8ó will be decided nearer the time.

Table 3
RA.NGES FOR MONETARY GROWTH

1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Fcrcentage change during year 7-Lt 6-10 5-9

\

LZ. The path shown in table 3 applies to both broad and. narrow measures of money.

However, as noted..in the last year's FSBR, a-suÊte¡le¿ reArtrffin--¡¡- interest rates, air_---#

@r'islikel y to lead over time to a shift back into non-interest bearing

forms of money. The size and timing of these effects is uncertain, but if interest rates

maintain lresume] their downward path, and other indicators suggest that conditions remain

-3-
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moderately restrictive, some overshoot of the target range for 1983-84, as it applies to

narrow money - especially Ml - could be appropriate.

13. Alternative A. The interpretation of monetary conditions will continue to take ic-'f

account of all the available evidence, including the exchange rate, as explained in last ,"*'" 13[*l
Financial Statemeat. However, these factors cannot be taken into account in setti

., Lviw-gu^ 
ttt 

þt, 
.

monetary objectives in advance. The ranges shown in Table 3.ùave-been constructed on tt.e gfr)"4
assumption that there is no major change in the exchange rate from year to year. ffu

.

14, Alternative B. The interpretation of monetary condi will con to take
ac¡ount of all the available evidence, including the exchange te. The exchang rate is an

importaat route through which changes in the money supply ect inflation arrd, ty
etarywhen the mon aggregates appear to be giving con or misleading sigrr it may

unchangedl.

Fiscal Policy

15. Sustained progress on both inflation and interest rates requires continued fiscal
restraint. During the 1950's and 1960's the PSBR averaged about (Zr-21, per cent of GNP).
As Cha-rt t I shows, there was a strong rise in this ratio during the first half of the
1970's, peaking in 1975-76, when the PSBR reached. nearly 10 per cent of GDP. High fiscal
deficits over this period were associated with high inflation and interest rates.

16. Government poticies have been directed at achieving a progressive red.uction in public
sc''.'tor borrowing over the medium term. The path that has been followed has also taken
account of the depth of the recession. Two years ago the PSBR path was raised
substantially for thiç reason, though the generally declining profile was retained. The PSBR

wasreduced from [5 per cent] of GDP in 1979-30 to [3å per cent] (Ê8.7 billion) in 1981-82.

'j^. ^s
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17. The estimated outturn for 1982-83 is [Ê8 billion] equivalent to about [3 per cent] of
GDP. This is some ltl billion] lower than the Autumn Statedent fore.cast, and about

[f 1] billionl lower than expected at the time of the Budget [though still some way above the

Zl per cent íi,riii - envisaged in the 1980 FSBRI. Þ" PSBR is the balance between very

large flows o¡ eitìrer- side. Over the past decade the average error on forecasts for the year

ahead made at Buclgct time has been equivalent to some !4å biUion and, or;forecasts mad,e

the following autumn, about ÊZ billior$ Identifiable factors contributirr.g to the ,lower

outturn this year include urrexpeðtudly high receipts from North Sea oil taxes, reflecting a

blv

18. The PSBR for 1983-84 is forecast to be [88 billion], equivalent to about 2l per cent of
GDP, as suggested a year ago and in the Autumn Statement. The fiscal projections

summarised in table ó show a further reduction in the PSBR as a proportion of GDP, to
3/u

around [21] per cent in 1984-85, and [1'.r] per cent in 1985-86. This path should leave room

for a fall in interest rates, within the monetary guidelines, over the next few years. The

figures for 1984-85 and 1985-8ó are illustrative. Decisions about the appropriate size of the
PSBR in any particular year will be taken nearer the time.

19. The fiscal projections in tables 4-6 are based on the public expenditure plans shown in
the Public Expenditure \ltrhite Paper (Cmnd 8?89), updated where necessary to take accgunt

of Rr:ilget changes and estimating changes. Further details for 1982-83 and 1983-84 are

given in Part V, tableg t l. Real output is assumed to grow by Zl per cent a yeat on

average over the peribd. The geueral rate of inflation, as measured by the GDP deflator, is
forecast at ó per cent in 1983-841.Æeñvè4. in the later years, inflation is assumed to
fallto5}percentin1984-85'and5percentin1985-8ó
)rea's inftatien is assu-e¡1. to average 5 per eent a -eanl . These assumptions imply a growth

of money GDP of 9 per cent in 1983-84, and an average of about 8 per cent a yeær in the

last two years.

Public E:rpenditr¡re

- 20. The plans announced in the Public Expenditure White Paper imply an increase in
generäl government expenditute-of 'about [5 per cent] in 1983-84 a¡rd each of the two later
yearsr land a fall in public expenditure as a proportion of GDP'from t ] in 1982-83 to

t 1 in 1983-84 ard t -l in 1985-86, given the assumed growth of money GDPI. Tabte 4

shows the relationship between the planning total for public expenditure and general

government expenditure in national accounts terms (the definition of public expenditure
lying behind the general govenment borrowing requirement).

higher sterling oil price, and unde¡spending in some ateas of public expenditur

local authority capital. EZ l:""*/t\ o'L'.¡ 6**n t o;ts]""TA*

+,

,,og
ïP\I "¿Deyì,

M
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Table 4: General Government Expenditure

f billion, cash

1981-82 LqSZ-g3 lg83-84 1984-85 1985-86

Pubiic expenditure planning totall

Planning total adjustmentsZ

[General government expenditurå.
Special sale of assets]

Differences due to policy measures
a¡d economic assumptions3

National accounts adjustment4

Interest payments

Total expenditure in national

Footnotes

[Lines 3 and 4 could be dropped]

Revenue

Zl. The growth of Government revenues over the medium term will depend on the growth
of incomes spend.ing a:rd prices, as well as policy decisions. Revenue is projected on the
conventional assumption of constant indexed tax rates and allowances at the proposed

1983-84 levels. National Insurance contribution rates in future years are assumed to be

adjusted to maintain the present bala¡ce of income over expenditure in the Fund.

lProjections of North Sea tax revenues assume that the North Sea fiscal regime is changed

as proposed in the Budget and that oil prices remain around their present levels for the next
two yers and then rise broadly in line with world inflation.] r

ZZ- On these assumptions, general government receipts are projected to rise by [ ]
between f98Z-83 and 1984-85 (closely in line with the growth in total money incomesl.
Goverpment revenues from the North.$ea may [fall slightly as " p"op;6tion of g.eneral

government tax receipts, from around [ ] in 19gz-g3 to about t I . . .'i1,l.

-ó-
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Table 5: General Government Receiots

E billion, cash

1981-82 1g8Z-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Taxes on incomes expenditure and
capital

National Insurance and other
contributions

Interest and other receipts

Accruals adjustment

Total

of which North Sea taxl

1'[Royalties, Supplementary Petroléum Duty (in 1981-SZ). Petroleum Revenue Tax (includ.ing
advance payments from 1983-84) and Corporation Tax from North Sea oil and gas production
(before Advance Corporation Tax set off).1

Public Sector Borrowins

23. The new projections of Government receipts and, expenditure are brought tgoether in
tahle ó,to provide projections of the general governnent borrowinglrequirement (GGBR) ,and

the PSBR. The size of the fiscal adjustment [conventionally assumed. to take the form of
lower personal taxes] depends critically on the estimates of revenues and expenditure.
These are subject to major uncertainties about, for example, the tax yield for an assumed
,set, of tax rates, the' behaviour ,of oil, prices, .and the actual, level of public spending in
relation to the plans.

-7 -
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Table 6: Public Sector Borrowing

f billion, cash

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-8ó

General government expenditure

General government receipts

Implied fiscal adjustmentl

GCBR

PSBR

as %o GDP

Money GDP at ma¡ket prices

8.7 I
3

I
2t3, 1LÉa 1t

I t- means lower taxes or higher expenditure tha¡ assumed in lines I and 2.

Rlônoarison with 1982 revenue and. oroiections: Table oh¡s one or two
pa¡ag:raphsl

Conchrsions

7,4. The projections shown in tables 4-6 are no more than illustrative of one particular
evolution of the economy. If the domestic and world economies develop in a different way,

the projections for public finances could be substantially affected. The policy response to
such changes wbuld depend on their nature, but the intention would be to hold firmly to main

thrust of the strategy, by maintaining monetary conditions consistent with a continued trend

to lower inflation.

-8-
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'iI trebr,ur:.r'y'198t

cll¿tiÇii]l,oR cc ÜST
TìST
I'1r Burns
¡1:r itiddl-etÕn

THX }T'IFS ATD IT{-tsI,ATTON

I bave a Ðumber of anx.ieties about tbe l'lTFS v¡hich were not
dealt with at your receÐt neeting to discuss the draft circulated
with Terry Burns I minute of February ]. Not baving tbe papers for tbe
neeting recently laid on for [bursday, Sebruary 1l,,aad as tiue is
passing it seemed best to put ny tbougbts on tbe record nolr

ratber tban wait so late tbat their proper circulation becane

inpossi"ble.

2. lbe first issue is the rather sharp contrast between

assuming for MIFS purposes an inflation path such as:

4å
198r/84 6 5*

84/8' 5* 
'8r/86 

' 
4

for tbe GDP deflator (cf. Table 9 attached to Burnsf rninute)

while forecastiDg a patb for tbis and otber prices sueh as

the following:

GÐP Deflator
Sorecast

1gB7/84 
'.684/85 6.9

8r/86 7 .1

Sources: Burns Table 9. tr'orecaFt qeport
Table 18, p.t1.

7. Tbere seem to be several problens or risks involved in
doing so:

(1) Tbe GDP defl_ator cited conveys an impression of the
likely future level of inflation r+bich is misleadingly
reassuring. RPI inflation is like1y to run 1% p.a.
faster, and wbolesale price inflation 1$% p.a. faster.

RPI Wholesale Drl-ces

1987

B4

85
86

7.'
7.9
7.6
8.2

7.1
7.O
8.8
9.7

t'Activity & Inflationü
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rll)i.j i1'¡' i;n',;'ir'.'l .AT-¡

ft r':,iu.lrl si*(jTt ti bit odd to r;clr:'pt ¿.rn i'lÎllS v¡lijch i¡e p:r'j-v;;l,e1y
Ì-:e.lj.cvcd iu:i1:Jieri such lli-gh iìl)f jnflation for tÌ:e next íour
J r;,.1 I ,) .

(2)On É'¡ly of the t'h.' ee j-nf-l¡¡tioÐ uiear;iii'.'es adopted, it would be
oclcÌ 'uo pubJish or j.lap1y an j-nfl-atj"on rate wl:ieh fel-l
substantially over tbe lnedium te¡u if one believed it was

in truth on aa upward trend.
(t) To go ahead and publisb figures like those in variants A and B

while tbe intertral forecast is somewbat discrepant is of
itself a littl-e disconcerting, even if one thinks the model
is wrong. But it is particularly disconcerting when tbe
difference between the two'narks the difference bet!¡eeD an

HTFS r¡hich appears to work a¡d one which, so it can be
, all-eged, the Government itsel-f does not believe will get

inflation down.
4. Sucb issues suggest several possibilities:
(1) Its aÌI a matter of nargins of error. P¡ice projection is

a doubtful art. A discrepancy of I or 2% p.â. neitber
need or sbould disquiet one.

(2) Ílbe rnodel is sinply wrong. l{onetary targets such as those
suggested would in practice deliver lower infLation than
it now suggests.

ç) Tbough the nodel relationsbips rnay be rigbt, some of tbe
constraints or exogenous assunptions are wrong (in the
"right" direction).

(+) [he nodel would sbow lower inflation at tbe end of tbe day,
but tbe period covered is too short to allow the lags to
work tbenselves out.

R The nargins of error possibility is not very reassuting.
It is sligbtly implausible anyway (inplying a series of
accidents wbich just happen to pusb tbe inflation trend
tbe wrong v'¡ay each year for 7 or 4 years). If tbey happen

to leave one so awkwardly on the wrong side of the
rising,/f al1ing inflation divide then prirna facie there is
a strong case for a different and tougber central thrust
to policy tbar that assumed. ft is clearly possible tbat
the nodeL relationsbi l) s are wron g . But wbat do we actually
believe? Not being very close to tbe rnodel these dayst
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I î)\n r)()t sjjrre í;ûd hlol:r1ied I est bhe lrìCId el is at -l e¡;st

i¿uaf j.j;atj.vr:}y lig)rt. It is eque.lly clearly possible that

tlre const¡:¿rj.nts or (de facto) exog enous assumptions åre

a soÌir:'ce of e.r'.r'ol?. To be specific, I clo not find the
preseÐt e)¿-c]lDnge rate profile very plausible. Instead of
a ftattisb effective rate of BO11 for the next 2 years or

sor f would assune that a further short-Iu¡ fall is very

li_kely snd, fer more important, tbat a significant and

lasting jump after an election is near-certain if this
Government is re-elected. Tbis woul-d suggest an inflation
patb in 1984/85 and perbaps 1985/86 whicb is ratber Inore

1ike1y to faIl (ceteris paribus), though tbere eould well
be ¡nore of a hurnp in 1987/84. The idea that tbe kind of
mone-tary l-aTFets proposed rnight deliver lower inflation
"at tbe end of tbe davrt is not very plausible. lnlbile it
is easy enougb to think in terms of our cugently enjoying

an adventitious advancement of tbe lower inflation whicb

one would normally bave expected only to enjoy in 1984 or
later. such an e;cplanation does not square vely well vrith

tfåffiff å3åtif"fäSåf"o$=:."" increases in paragraph 2 above.

One is also impelled to ask oneself wben tbe end of tbe

day is, and at wbat inflation rate:

6. So mucb for tbe possibilities if tbe intelnal
projectiops are in sone se¡se vfrotrg. Lrbatr on the otber

band, if they are broadly rigbt? llhere al.e tben tbree

directions iD which one night 8o.

(1) lower tbe nonetary targets; or

(2) assune nonetary policy will be so rnanaged

as to acbieve growtb rates ín tbe lower

Part of tbe ranges; and,/or

(r) postulate an intensification of other
cost reducing policies '.such as Union and

l,abour Market reformr or a greater sucb

infl.uence as tine passes and measures

already taken bite progressively barder'

One assumes (1 ) a¡d (2) could well mean some steepening of

the PSBR profile too.
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? . f t rîåJ be l:'e i,orted trr alt (or ¡i,ost ) of 'Ll':i.s th¡t öf co'Lt.t'se

t,ie do not, c;:nnot and r¡hould not takethe uodels projectir:ns of
inf-lation rL.ly s;eriously. fÌ:is GovernrLent hasr riglrt f¡:om ti:e
¡:tar-t, set out a policy frar¡re:i¡Õrk wÌ-iicb is not ¡nodeJ*besedr for
excel]ent reasoÐs, end r^'ith some reaL successes not least on tbe
inflation front. Ånd tbere is undoubtedly mucb in such a view -
f would certainly defend it forcibly rnyself as a general

proposition aÐd in nany specific respects. However it is rny

impression that up ti}I this Jear tbe nodelts price proiections
bave been distinctly more reassuring tban tbose now befole ust

even if tbey poirted to sone upturn in inflation in the nore

dista¡t future. Tbis time, in contrast, they are suggesting no

furtber suceess at any point, and a balt to tbe reduction in
irflation at a disquietingly higb flow:'- Sbould ore not, thereforet
stop and tbink a little more and deeper before going fixing
tbis yearts IfIFS?

B. fben tbere are one or two presertational matters. With tbe
RPI knor*D to be likely to increase over the nerb 6-12 Eonths

and outside forecasters also projecting 8n accelelationr one

wonders what risk tbere is tbat figures sucb as those discussed

at tbe beginning of tbis Dote night becorne publicly known¡ €.$.
througb a TCSC closs-êxamination (or request for papers)t
ThÍs could be of special concern iD a pre-election atrnosphere.

g. Finally tbere is tbe question of v¡hat would seem a sensible

kind of price profile to bave, in tbe publisbed MTI'S, whetber

inplicit or e>cplicit' ry own instinct is tbat tbe Government

will want to aspire to aD RPI increase of 4% ot so by 1986

(or less) wbicb would seem to rnean a grovltb ín the GDP deflator
of around V% maÅ,mum, as against tbe present forecast af 7%

and figures in variants A and B oto5"ffi*#t" ti""*åily?r*iäå
is I very strong case in tbis yearrs circúnstances for seekrn$/

some kind of confidence tbat tbe üIFS can carry one over tbe
i¡oninent burop. How are vre to do this? f suppose tbat tbe
siruplest and best way night be for the Chancellor to say soon -
€.g. in tbe Budget speech, broadcast or subsequent debates -
sornetbing to tbe effect tbat ín tbe nexb Parliament tbe Government
will, by continuing the M[FS, be npressing oD towards tbe
objective of considerably lower inflation tbar we bave today.tl
Ä ¡emark sucb as tbis would convey tbe flavour of getting to an
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iíj?I g::oi,iT;h rate of s¿ìy 7% p.a. p.þ.å a little l¡ithout actually
pi.ripoi.nti.ng a precise fi-gure. If qr:esti"oned on tl:is as botb

t{j¡listr:rs a::rl offj-cía.l.s ålre sure to be, he coul-d síryr tfl"rti:fu1J.y

c*ough, that no one has claimed (t" shoul-d erel do so) that
r-nonetary discipline a¡d targets ì,r-Í11 deliver a precise inflation
figure by a stipulated date. Its the broad objective that
counts, and tbat, ewidently, is wbat be is talking about with
a realistic a¡d responsible degree of iruprecision. If asked

wbat inflation target is inplicit in tbe lfIFS, be would, again

say tra rate of increase eonsiderably l-ower tban todaynstt, and

go on to stress tbat the HfFS is not so much a 4 year plan as

a rolling strateg'y wtrich is nodified as needed to ensure tbe

delivery of the Governmentrs objective-

A N RTDI¡ET
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PS,/CHANCELlf)n

FROM¡
DAÎE ¡

C D HARRTSON
16 FEBRUARY t98j

cc Chief Secretary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (R)
Minigter of State (C)
PCC
l{r Cagsell
l{rs Lomax
Mr Odling-Smee
l'tr Monck
Iu{r Evang
Mr Sedgwick
Mr Shieldc
I'lr Riley
Ì'fr Ridley
l{r French
I'lr Harrig
Mr 1\¡rnbull
I'lr BeLl
I'fr Mellícg
Mr Norgrov€
!{r A l{alterg (tgo. tO)
s4q ßvo¿¡

UEDIT'M TERM FINANCIAL SÎRATEGT

Tt¡e Economic Secretary tras made the following commentg on
lfr Burnst gubmission of t5 February and the draft MTFS.

2. On the poesible ínflation forecasts in paragraph 5 of
llr Burnsr covering notet it seems to the Economic Secretary that
it íc cruclally important that ttre slope should be downwardg.
So tre feels it would be worth swallowing an RPf of 6$96 for
1983 e4 (whÍch íe below many outside forecasts), and then
certainly not more than 6*X - 6?4 if it can be defended - for
1984 Q2. (Moreovett ?% for 1984 Q2 would not sit comfortably
with a GDP deflator for r9B4-85 of 5+%). Simitarty, tf the
forecast GDP deflator for 1984-85 ig índeed to be Etl(, then
6% must be the best which can be shown for 1983-84.

1
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3. Moving to thc draft DITFST the Economfc Secretary note¡ that
table 3 tn la¡t ycarrc MTFS, rhowLng monetary growth over the pa¡t
6 yeart, has been dropped. Clearly such a table ia not vL.tal; but
could it potaJ.bly be worth a few cheap brownLe pointc?

4. On paragraph 7t he ig
bracketed clauge 1s, which
sloríng down by the end of

not ar¡re how gugtal-nable the fLrct
ruggeats that llltfghowed signt-. of
the target periodll

5. In paragraph
after Istabletr fn

9, he would insert the word¡ ttand contractingn
lLne 3.

6. In paragraphs $-tlri he prefers alternative B. But he rould
suggest adding the wordg frand polítical uncertal.ntieg at homerf

after rtworldtt Ln line 6. However, whether alternatÍve A or B is
chosen¡ the Economic-" Secretary feeI.s that last year I a centence
about the importance of the exctrange rate in monÍtoring domestic
monetary conditions and ín taki4.q policy decigíons (paragraph 2.tt)
ghould not be omitted; to do go would give undeeírable slgnale.

7.
the

In paragraph 17, it night be clearer to add
year now eàdingtt after It envísagedrr in line 4

In ]-ine 4 of paragraph 18, surely rtone and a
none and three quarterstt (gee table 6).

the words fffor

a

8.
read

quarterft etrould

9. In paragTaph 19¡ the Economic Secretary would prefer alternativå
A to alternatíve B. Apart from the awkwardnesseg referred to ín
paragraph 4 of I'fr Burngf coveríng note, alternative B might suggest
that tJre Treasury was e:qlecting some:.additional adverge influencê8.:,;,
on príces in 1985-86 beyond those whích were generally anticipated.

10. The Economic Secretary ig not
on special saleg of assete, ehould

sr¡re why the'1íne*in table 4,
be dropped.

11. To be consistent with last yearts MTFS¡ insert trin caeh termsfr
after Égovernment revenuesrf Ln paragraptr 21.

'4 "'HARRT''N
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DATE:

T BURNS
18 FEBRUARÏ 19Bt

CHANCELIOR

fu /:Ån*¿/""ji

-,r^T' cc. Chief Secreta::y
Financial Secretary
Economic Secretay
Minister of Statä (:
l{inister of State (t
PCC
Hr Cassell
Mrs lonax '
llr Odling-Smee
Mr Plonck
Mr Evans .:

Mr Sed^gwick
Mr Shields
Hr Riley
Mr Ridley
Hr French
Mr Harris
Mr Turnbull
l{r Bel-I
ï{r Mel-Iiss
I{r Norgrove
Hr ¡, hlalters (wo.fO)

UEDTUU TERM FINANCTATJ STRATEGT

Ï attaeh a further draft of the I{[FS taking account of some of the
suggestions from yesterdayrs meeting. In the time availabl-e it has
only been possibre to make reratively simple changes.

2 ThÍs is th.e version the Governor wifl have for Hondayrs meeting.
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MEDTUM TERM FTNANCIAL STRATEGY - DRAI'T

l' Government policies have helped to bring about a rate of inflation that is already well
into single figures. The objective over the medium term is to continue reducing inflation,
and to secule a lasting improvement in the performance of British industry, so providing the
foundations for sustainable growth in output and employment. Firm financial policies are an
essential me¿uls to this end. The medium term fina¡cial strategy sets out the framework
within which policy is operateå.

Z' Control of the money supply is a central part of this strategy. In judging the rate of
monetary growth needed to reduce inflation, the Government will continue to take account
of structural influences on the different monetary aggregates, as well as the behaviour of
other financial indicators(incluaing the exchange rate) Fiscal policy is designed', to be
consistent with this monetary framework and with the overall objective of reducing
inflation' over a period of years, a reduction in public sector borrowing, as a proportion of .
GDP, has'a key part to play in securing a fall in interest rates, in both real and. nominal
terms.

3' The extent of the recovery in real activity over the next few years depends critically
on bringing down cost increases, in all sectors of the economy. Lower domestic costs will
enable British industry to compete more effectively, at home and abroad, without adding to
inflationary Pressures. Despite recent gains, aiffgå"tivity is still low in comparison with
other majgr ind'ustrial countries. The long terd neatth of the economy depends on further
efforts to close this gap. Moderation in pay will help to ensure that improved efficiency is
reflected in higher output and employment.

4' The Government will continue to pursue policies to strengthen the supply performance
of the economyr by providing greater incentives for work, enterprise and saving, and by
improving tåe working of ma¡kets. A low rate of inflation will provide the right
macro-economic environment in which these policies can succeed.

Recent Financial Conditions

5' Monetary conditions have- d.eveloped broadly as intended over the past year; in the
year to February, the growtr, oI{n" key monetary aggregates was within the target range of
8-12 per cent' Ctmbined with the rapid fall in inflation, this contributed to a substantial
fall in interest rates. By mid-November, short term rates had come down to 9 per cent but,
as the exchange rate weakened, ma¡ket rates, a¡rd with them base rates, rose to a¡or¡nd

4v.,
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11 per cent.

[ ] per cent.

CON¡-IDENTIAL

In recent weeks however short term interest rates have fallen back to around.

MONETARY GROWTE r98¿-S3

Percentage growth

Table 2

Mo(l) Ml ÊM3 PSLl PSLZMZ

February l98Z-February 1982 t3ål tll*l Iól l10l lel t8 *l
(1)Morr.ta"y base, wide definition

ó' fM3 grew by 10 per cent over the target period. During the spring arrd early summer
the rate of growth was close to the bottom of the range. T?¡ere was some rise in the late
summer and autumn, but since Ðecember growth has again slowed. d.own. pSLz grew by less.
thn tM3 - tStl per cent in the year to February - in part reflecting the fact that a large
proportion of buitding societies' inflows were into term shares which a¡e not included in
PSLZ' Although such sha¡es have become more liquid in recent ye¿rrs, as facilities for early
withdrawal have been offered., there is generally still a significant penalty for early access
in the form of a period of notice and loss of interest. The growth of bank lending followed
much the same profile as that of ÊM3, a period of slow growth being followed by a period of
acceleration and then a return to slower growth. This variation was attributable largely to
borrowing by compaaies, borrowing by persons remaining relatively high and steady through
the year.

7. Ml grew more slowly than tM3 over the period 19?9_g1. Last year as expected Ml
responded to the fall in interest rates and its growth rate rose. By the autumn, it exceeded
that of ÊM3, finishing at [11*] per cent over the period as a whole. Na¡rower measures of
money continued to grow slowly. While non-interest bearing Ml rose by Isl] per cent over
the year as a whole, the monetary base grew by only [g l] per cent, despite lower interest
rates, possibly reflecting a trend decline in the importance of notes and coins relative to
other means of payment. TÌ¡e new monetary aggregaterMZ, which is intended to provide a
better measure of transactions balances, grew by tó] per cent, though lack of past data still
makes it difficult to interpret the behaviour of this series.

8' other fina¡rcial indicators pointed to mod.erately restrictive monetary conditions. As
in other industrial countries real short term interest rates remained high. \4¡hile the prices
of some financial assets rose strongly, the increase in real asset prices was mod.est. After
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falling for the past two yearsr house prices showed some tendency to rise towards the end

of the yeal. For most of the year the exchange rate was strong' The falt after October

could be taken to suggest that conditions were becoming less restrictive, though it seems to

have owed more to external factors, such as concern about oil prices and sharp movements

in other currencies [and, possibly, to political uncertainties']

9. Against this backgroundr. the growth in real money balances, on most measures of

money, Iargely.reflects the fall in inflation and points to a recovery in real activity' For a

given growth in the nominal money supply, higher real money balances are an important

mechanism by which lower inflation can help to raise the level of activity

Moneta¡v Policv

10. In recent years the economic significance of the wider aggregates has been affected

by changes in savings behaviour and by structural changes to the financial systemt

associated in part with the ending of direct controls. These developmeùts led to last yean's '
decision to raise the monet¿rry ranges. Monetary growth within the new target range set for

19gz-g3 has been consistent with maintaining a reasonably restrictive sta¡¡ce, and inflation

has fallen fast despite the overrun on previous year's monetary targets'

11. ês aanounced in the Budget Speech, the target range for 1'983-84 is tcj be set at the

?-11-+-er cent indicated in last year's Fina¡cial Statement. A substained reduction in

mcneiary glo'rvth is needed to keep inflation on a downward trend' Illustrative ranges for

the .¡ext few years are shown in table 3. Precise targets for 1984-85 and 1985-86 will be

decided nea"er the time. lFurther reductions in monetary growth will be needed in

subseguent years].

Table 3
RANGES }.OR MONETARY GROWTE

1983 -84 1984-85 1985-8ó

Percentage change during Year 7-11 6- 10 5-9

L?,. The path-slio*n in table3 applies to both broad and nanow measures of money'

However, as noted in the last year's FSBR, lower interest rates are likely to lead over time

to a shift back into nonlinterest bearing forms of money. The size and timing of these

effects is r¡ncertain, but if interest rates maintain lresume] their downward path, and other
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indicators suggest that conditions remain moderately restrictive, it may be approp¡iate to
allow Ml to grow more rapidly than the target range for l9g3-g4.'

13' As explained in last years Financial Statement, the interpretation of monetary
conditions will continue to take account of all the available evidence, including the
exchange rate, structural changes in fina¡rcial markets, artd the behaviour of relative and

real interest rates. However, these factors cannot be taken into account in setting
monetary objectives in advanie. The ranges shown in Table 3 have once again been

constructed on the assumption that there is no major charrge in the exchange rate from year
to year.

F.iscal Policy
74' Sustained progress on both inflation a¡d interest rates requires continued fiscal
restraint' During the 1950's and 19ó0's the PSBR averaged about Q*-zl per cent of GNP).
As Chart t I shows, there was a strong rise in this ratio during the first hatf of the
1970'sr peaking in1975-76, when the PSBR reached nearly 10 per cent of GDP. High fiscal
deficits over this period were associated with high inflation and interest rates.

15' Gove¡nment policies have been directed at achieving a progressive reduction in public
sector borrowing over the medium term. The path that has been followed has also taken
account of . the depth of the recession. Two years ago the PSBR path was raised
substantially for this reason, though the generally declining profile was retained. The PSBR
was reduced from [5 per cent] of GDp in 19?9_90 to [3] per centl (18.? billion) in lggl_gZ.

IO:

GDF.

Iire estih:ated outturn for 1982-83 is [t8 billion] equivalent to about [3 per cent] of
fhis is some [Ê1 biltion] lower tha¡r the Autumn Statement forecast, and about

ftl] billicnl lower than ex¡rected at the time of the Budget, though still some way above the
Zå per cent figure envisaged for the year now ending in the 1980 FSBR. Identifiable factors
contributing to the lower outturn this year include unexpectedly high receipts from North
Sea oil taxes, reflecting a higher sterling oil price, a¡d underspendíng in some areas of
public expenditure, notably local authority capital.

17' The PSBR for 1983-84 is forecast to be [Ê8 billion], equivalent to about 2å per cent of
GDPr as suggested a year ago and in the Autumn Statement. The fiscal projections
summa¡ised in tabl.e 6 show a further reduction in the PSBR as a proportion of GDP, to
around [Z å] per cent in 1 984-85r and [1 å] per cent in I 985-8ó. This path should leave room
for a fall in interest rates, within the monetary guidelines, over the next few years. The
figures for 1984-85 a¡d 1985-86 a¡e illustrative. Decisions about the appropriate size of the
PSBR in any particular year will be taken ne¿Lrer the time.
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18. The fiscal projections in tabtes 4-ó are based on the public gxpenditure plans shown in

the lublic Expenditure White Paper (Cmnd 8789), updated where necessary to take account

of Budget chaages and. estimating changes. Further details for 1982-83 and 1983-84 are

given in Part V, tables t ]. ReaI output is assumed to grow by 2l per cent a year on

average over the period. T'he general rate of inflation, as measured by the GDP deflator

rose by 7 per cent in 1982-83. It is forecast to rise by 6 per cent in 1983-84. (The

relationship between this forecast for the GDP deflator and the more widely known Retail

Price Index is discussed in Part 3). In the later years, inflation is assumed to fall to 5å per

cent in 1984-85, a¡¡d 5 per cent in 1985-86. The implications of these assumptions for the

growth in money GDP are shown in table 6.

Public Expenditure

19. The Public Expenditure White Paper implies an increase in the planning total of about

[5 per cent] in 1983-84 a¡rd each of the two later years, land a fall in pubtic expenditure as a

proportion of GDP from [ ] in 1982-83 to t I in 1983-84 and [ ] in 1985-8ó, given

the assumed growth of money GDP]. Table 4 shows the relationship between the planning

total for public expenditure and general government expenditure in national accounts terms
(t¡re definition of public expend.iture lying behind the general government borrowing

requirement).

Table {: General Government Expend.iture

I billion, cash

Þr

i

l

1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86

Public expenditure planning totall

Planning total adjustmentsZ

General government expenditure.

Special sale of assets

Differences due to policy measures
a¡d economic assumptionsJ

National accounts ad.justment4

I¡terest payments

Total expenditure in national
accou¡ts terms
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Revenue

20. The growth of Government revenues in cash terms over the medium term will depend

on i! ,ì growth of incomes, spending a¡d prices, as well as policy decisions. Revenue is

proj'.:.:d on the conventional assumption of constant indexed tax rates a¡d allowances at

the pr,-ço;=1._ì 1983-84 levels. National Insurance contribution rates in future years ¿rre

assumed to be adjusted to maintain the present balance of income over expenditure in the

Fund. [Projections of North Seä tax revenues assume that the North Sea fiscal regime is

changed as proposed in the Budget and that oil prices remain around their present levels for

the next two yers and then rise broadly in line with world inflation.]

Zl. On these assumptions, general government receipts a¡e projected to rise by [ ]

between 1982-83 and 1984-85 (closely in line with the growth in total money incomesl.

Government revenues from the North Sea may [fall slightly as a proportion of general

governmenttaxreceipts, from around [ ] in1982-33toabout t 1.....1.

Table 5: General Government Receipts

I billion, cash

1981-82 1982-83 1933-84 1984-85 1985-86

Taxes on income" u*p.Oai,ure and
capital

National l:rsurance a¡rd other
contributions

I¡terest and other receipts

Accruals adjustment

Total

of which North Sea taxl

1'[Royalties, Supplementary Petroleum Duty (in 1931-82). Petroleum Revenue Tax (including
adva¡ce payments from 1983-84) and Corporation Tax from North Sea oil a¡d gas production
(before Advance Corporation Tax set off).]

Public Sector Borowing

ZZ. The new projections of Government receipts and expenditure are brought together in

table 6 to provide projections of the general government borrowing requirement (CCBR) an¿

the PSBR. The size of the fiscal adjustment lconventionally assumed to take the form of
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lower personal taxes] depend.s critically on the estimates of revenues and expenditure.
These are subject to major uncertainties about, for example, the tax yield for an assumed.
set of tax rates, the behaviou¡ of oil prices, Ðd the actual level of public spending in
i',-.lation to the plans.

T-ble ó: Public Sector

Ê billion, cash

1981-82 7g8Z-83 1g83-84 1984-85 1985-8ó

General government expenditure

General government receipts

Implied fiscal adjustmentl

GGBR

PSBR

as 97o GDP

Money GDP at market prices

8.7

3t

254

3

274

8 I
z1 zt 1t

1 + me¿rns lower taxes or higher expenditure than assumed in lines 1 and. z.

lComparison with 198?, revenue and borrowins Table ph¡s one or two
paragraphsl

Couclusio¡s

z3' The projections shown in tables 4-ó are no more tha¡ illustrative of one particular
evolution of the economy. If the domestic and world economies develop in a different way,
the projections for public finances could be substantially affected. The policy response to
such ''lranges would depend on their nature, but the intention would be to hold firmly to the
strai: :iYt bY maintaining monetary conditions consistent with a continued trend to lower
inflation' The key to sustained recovery lies in reducing the growth of costs arrd increasing
the returns to investment and. enterprise. within the financial framework set out here, this
rrçrrld make room for a faster growth in output, without damaging the outlook for inflation.

[24' Progress in reducing inflation over the next couple of years will depend., to some
extentt on the strength of the cyclical recovery in output, both domestically a¡d in the rest
of the world. As explained in Part 3, the path of the Retail price rndex is liabte to be
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especially bumpy. But the Government's policies will continue to be directed towards
achieving a progressive reduction in the trend of inflation from one cycle to aaother].
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The precise words we use to descri
developments during the past Year
with the Bank.

b. Honetary Polic-I (paras 10-17)

Frorn: P E IIIDDI-,LT0N
21 February IgBt

cc lconomic Secretary
Sir DouglasTWass
Hr Burns ,./
I'1r Cassell
Ì'Irs Iomax
Mr Ridley

Chancel-1or of the Ekcheouer

MTFS I{XEIING hIITH THE GOVMNOR

You might like to go through the fol-lowing points with t Governor:

The I{TFS

a. General points on the tone of the first 9 phs.
be the pro
is stil1 b

e of monetary
ng discussed

i. Are the ranges in Table 7 ed; they are a

reiteration (and extension bY a ear) of the previous
I"ITFS. The Governor is unlike to dissent.

ii. Should the t for be ?-11 (as in para 11).

ft has infornally be ed with the Bank that the
target should (fixe t¡ri s year ) ¡e for 14 nonths starting
in February.

iii. Para 11 raises the question about what cen vre say

about monetary growth - and inflation - beyond the MTFS

C.

P.9.ri.9-È-

Fiscal Po1icy (paras 14-'18)

i. Is the path for the PSBR in para 17 about right.
The Governor is unlikely to argue for lower PSBRs as a
proportion of output.

ii. Is the wording in para 18 alright - deseribing the
pro file for inflation and output

d. Þcpenditure and Revenue (paras 19-21) do not really concern

the Governor - though you may wish to ask if any points strike
him.

€. The conclusion depends on the conclusion reached earlier
about what could and should be about future intentions as

1-
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regards lowering inflation. Bt¡t the Governor will have

views on the ri6ht concluding ì-ine.

Other l{atters

At the beginning or the end we ought to have a couple of ninutes
on the markets. The relevant points are:

â. The Governorts letter of '18 February seems ouite acceptable
it was broadly agreed at ny neeting last week at which Ala¡
llalters a¡d the Bank were present.

b. But sterling got off to a tricky start. {lhe oil market
is stil1 troublesome and we shall have some e4plaining to do

over the trade figures on Thursday.

c. As a precaution we need to ensure that we can keep the
;¿;r::ket liquid if pressure develops on interest rates (there
are no signs of this at present). This points to extending
the arrangements for gilt repurchases which have been in
operation to carry us over the revenue season. If so it would
be best to do this tomorrow; we would not r.¡ant it to appear
to be an¡rthing to do with the trade figures.

P E T{TDDÏ,E['ON

2-
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RECORD OF A DTSCUSSION ON THE MEDIUM ÎERM FIN.A\ICIÀL STRATEGY

AT 2.15PM ON 2T FEBRUARY AT THE TREASURY

Present: Professor W tersChancellor
Economic Secretary
Sir D Wass
Mr Burns u-'-
Mr Middleton

Governor
Mr George
Mr Loehnis
Mr Goodhart,

Mr Cassel
Mr
Mrs

Kerr
x

The meet,ing consÍdered t.he draft of the
cÍrculated wit,h Mr Burns I minute of 18

198 MTFS whÍch had been

uary "

2. The Chancellor suggested, that the key issue was the appropriate
target monetary ranges for 1983-84. It had been agreed that the
target period. should be 14 months, starting in February: the issúe
was whether the ranges should be 7-11 t et 6-10. The .latter might

Berhaps have a better i-mpact on expectations about inflation.

3. The Governor thought it important to maint,ain consistency in
successive l"lÍFSs: t,he fact.. that RPI inflat^ion had fallen faster
than expected did not constitute a case for further ratcheting
down the deceleration of monetary growth. And to go for a range
of 6-10 would on the one hand cause concern by appearing to damage

the prospect of recovery: it, might, on the other hand., also raise
issu"s of credíbílity. A range of 7-11 looked achievable, but to
go for a lower range would probably necessitate adopting a separate,
and higher, range for Ml" Mr George added that the market reaction
to 6-10 would be unfortr¡r¡ate, for it would ímp1y that the t,ask of
reverting to a declining interest rate path would be harder.

4. Sir Douglas Vlass and Mr Burns agreed with the Governor. To

ratchet down to 6-10 would be seen as reducing the headroom for
real growth. Professor Walters however thought that to staY with
7-11 would suggest accept.ance that the process of working inflation
out of the system would be long and sl-ow" To go for 6-10 would

/signal greater
CONFTDENTIAL
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signal greater resolve, and would have considerable symbolic
value. If Ít was thought, necessary to hold to 7-11 for 1983-84,
it would be as well t,o move t,o 5-9 and 3-7 for the two subsequent
years

5" fn further discussion, it was suggested that the markets
e>pected the Government to hold t,o the path shown Ín the 1982

$TFS, and would find it difffcult to reconcile ? lower path
with lower interest rates and higher output; that lowering
the t.arget ranges now could entail a sign:ificant tightening
of policy Ín due course; that to the extent that inflation
was likely to rise during the year. the 7-11 range would impose
a tighter discipline; and that, a lower range would be like1y - at
Ieast Ín the short term - to lead to higher interest rates.

6" It was agreed. that the balance of advantage 1ay in retaining
the path shown in table 3 of the d.raft MTFS, ie ranges of 7-11
in 1983-84, and 6-10 and 5-9 in the two subsequent years.

7. The meeting then considered a number of drafting points.
ft was agreed:-

a. t,hat the discussÍon of MI in para 7 should be

condensed;

b. that the last sentence of para 11 should be

omitted, but that the first sentence of para L2

should. be subsumed in para lI, which should also
set out the agreed target period.;

c. that the
exchange rate
It was argued
change" could
acceptance of

reference, in para 13, to the
assumption deserved further study"
that the reference to "no major
be construed as implying expectatíon/
a furt,her 10 per cent fall; t,hough Ít

was noted that
CONFIÐENTIAL
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was noted that its replacement by a new phrase
would be s ê en as significant, and might be no

less likely to provoke questions;

d, that the PSBR figures in para 17 were provisional,
and that decisions would be taken in due course
j-n the Iight. of a further forecast; and

e. that a full discussion of the relat,ionship
between the GÐP deflator and the RPI might be

required in para 18, or a foot-note to para 18,
depending on the ext,ent of the discussion in part 3

of the FSBR.

It, was not,ed that the Bank would submit detailed drafting
suggestions.

L At the conclusion of the meeting , the Chancellor thanked
the Governor for his letter of 18 February on short term interest
rates. He accepted that Ín'the light of current uncertainties,
and particularly developments in the oil market, it would not be

appropriate at present for the Bank to seek to bring down the
general level of raÈes. But it was of course agreed that, the Bank

Would resist any renewed threat of higher rates.

J O KERR 22 February 1983

Di-stribution ¡

Those present
ChÍef SecreÈary
Financial Secretary
Minister of State (R)
Mínister of State (C)

Sir A Rawlinson
Mr Littler
l"1r Byatt
Mr CasseLl
Mr Evans

Mr Kemp
Mr Monck
Mr Odling-Smee
Mr Ridley
l"1r Shields
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NOTE OF A MEETING HELD IN THE CHANCELLORI S ROOM, HM TREASURY

ot -lrt6

ON },IONDAY 28 FEBRUARY 1983 AT 2.4OPM

Those Present:-
Chancellor of the Exchequer
Chief Secretary

-__è¡ar Burns
Mr Middleton

'. Mr BaileY
Mr Kemp
Mr Hall

BasneLt
Chapple

Mr Drain
Gi11
Jarvis
Jenkins
Wood
Murray
Lea )
Callaghan)
Barber )
Cave )

TUC
I

I

Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr
Mr

TUC BUDGET P€PRESENTATTONS

Mr Basnett, ,speai<ing 9n þç:þalf -of the ' T$C F-çgtlomic çorunittêè ; '

said t,hat the Committee had met the Chancellor a number of times since

LgTg and each of the meetings had followed a similar pattern. The

TUC had urged Treasury Ministers to expand the economy and reduce

r-rnemployment. They had stressed that if the Government failed to
take actionr rìor€ jobs and production wouLd be lost and t.he recession

would deepen. However, the Chancellor had always claimed that the

Government had no alternative but to persist with the same strategy.
On each occasion he had suggested that recovery was in sight but it
had never, materialised. However, at the last. meeting the TUC had

noted that all such traces of optimism had disappeared from the

Chancellor's remarks. The Government appeared to be looking forward

only to continuj-ng stagnation and a rise of 3OOTOOO in the numbers

of unemployed. The TUC by contrast had not lost their optimism

about the prospect,s of recovery. Their plea to the Chancellor to
change his Budget polj-cy was based not on rhetoric but, on an appeal

to the facts.

%ì
I

/2. Mr Basnett





2. Mr Basnett said that since t,he TUC's Economic Review had been
published the Government had produced its Vfhite Paper and the press
vras fulI of stories that the Chancellor was planning a give-away
Budget. The TUC would like to think that the Chancellor was

contemplating an expansionary Budget but they remained scepÈicaI"
He noted that at the time of the Autumn Statement, the Chancellor
had claimed that a fiscal adjustment of Êlbn would not be expansionary
but would simply reflect the PSBR undershoot. fhe Public Expenditure
Vühite Paper had. reinforced this statement by showing that total
public spending had fallen E2bn below plan. The Economj-c Committee
therefore invÍted the Chancellor to confirm that a Budget boost of
E2-3bn would. not be expansionary but neutral in its effect" The

Committee also invited the Chancellor's vj-ews on the TUC's argument
that t.he starting point for any analysis of the Budget's effects
must be.based on the assumptionof fuII indexation of taxes, duties
and benefits and the assumption that there woutd be no claw-back.
Tire TUC's o\^¡n proposals were set out in t.he Economj-c Review. They
had been tested on the publicly available versj.on of the Treasury
model which had revealed that they would indeed promote recovery
and that Èhe trade-offs implicit in t.he strat.egy v¡ere favourable"
In assessing the measures, the lUC had paid particular at.tention
t.o their effect.s on inflation, productivity and compet,itiveness.

3" ù1r Basnett suggested that it was not possible to conduct a

sensíble discussion on the question of how far t,he Budget should
be weighted towards assistance for i-ndustry and how far towards
help for individuals. The EUC believed that the level of effective
demand in the economy determined industrial production more than
any other factor, although they acknowledged that the balance of
expenditure became increasingly important the lower the level of
demand felI. They feared that the effects of a consumer booJn

would be dissipated in higher j-mport.s. It was for this reason
that thej-r own proposals had focused on an increase i4 public
investment which would have a lower import content. The Committee

/would





The Committee would be interested to know whet.her the Chancellor
$ras satisfied with the balance of expenditure in the economy or
whether he felt that the Government was helpless to influence such
f act,ors.

4,. Mr. Basnett said that the TUC apprecj-ated the impact which develop-
nients in-.rthe r^¡9r1d'econo{tyhad on the UK. They were not, proposing
that Britain should engage in a policy of competiÈive devaluation
but rather thdt. the Government should actively seek to foster
co-ordinated expansj-on. They would therefore be interest.ed to
see what the Chancellor could achieve as Chairman of the IMF

Interim Commi-Ltee and what the Governmentrs stance would be at
the Williamsburg Summit. They would like ,!p_ have his,egtj-mate
of the level of unemptoyment at the end of 1983 and also !¡ts-
assessment of the effect of the recent fall in oil prices.

5r; Finally, ,Mr Ba-1n.et.-t. recalJed that when the Chancellor haË,

met the TUC before the L982 Budget he had said that he would
like to open up Ehe process of decision makj-ng. The TUC welcome.d the
greater amount of informatj-on contained in the Autumn Statement
but this feII far short of a Green Budget. Mr Basnett suggested
'bhat the exercise recently undert.aken by the fFS demonstrated
what might be done to draw up real options for alternative Budget
stiabegies. The Committee r^rere concerned that the Government was

still operating within the constraints of a Medium Term Financial
Strategy set three years ago and that it had taken no account

__l_of any developments in the real economy since then. The TUCrs

own approach stood in sharp contrast.

6. The Chancellor said that for his part, he found the meetings
with the TUC helpful and valuable. He would welcome more rather
than fewer meetings since he believed they helped to broaden the
area of common g:round. He noted the Economic Committeers wj-sh to

,/open uP the decisi-on





open up the decision-making process. A similar. wj-sh on the part
of the Government had underlain the publication of the Autumn

Statement but decj-siors would always ultimately have to be taken
by Èhe Government itself. He shared the TUCrs anxiety about the
current level of unemployment. He himself wanted to see sustained
growth in the economy which would offer genuine job opportunities
Hohrever, developments in the domestic economy must be

placed in a world context. Almost all countries found themselves
constraj-ned by the realities of the world situation. The TUC

would be familiar with the charts which the CBI had presented to
tþe NEDC the previous stunmer showing how the loss of both export
and. domestj-c markets had led to a loss of jobs at
home. He referred to the disintegration of the fixed exchange

rate systemr lãrgely.attributable to excessive US

budgeÈ deficits, and the problems now being experienced by some

of the major oÍ1 producers. He appreciated that the constraints
of the world sit,uation posed problems for union leaders as well
as for Governments. Yet if Governments ignored the need to
restore stability to both the national and international framework,
the position was bound to deteriorate and he referreil to the.experience
of France. ft was for this reason that the British Government had

endeavoured with its Medium Term Financial Strategy to achieve for
the UK budget deficit that which the US administration had failed to
do.for j-ts owna The MTFS had been reappraj-sed and modified both in 1981

and 1982 to take account of changj-ng conditions but a strategy of
this kind was essential if the economy hTas to move in the right
dírection.

7. Turning to the TUCr s questions, the Chancellor emphasised

that any fiscal adjustment in his 1983 Budget would not be a
consequence of the 1982-83 PSBR undershoot. Of course, lessons
could be learnt from the underspend of capital projects in the
current financial year but measures for 1983-84 would be viewed

/on their merj-ts





on their meriLs in the light. of the Government's objectives. The

Chancellor emphasised that he had no intention of introducing a

give-away Budget but he noted that the TUC|s ohtn proposals v¡ere

directed predomÍnantly t,owards increases in consumption. Like
all lts predecessors, the present Government was not prepared to
give forecasts of unemployment but the Chancellor agreed wíth the
TUC on the need to see an increase in effective demand. ReaI

demand had. risen by about 3? over the last year and a similar
rise was forecast in Lhe Autumn Statement. In January the demand

for cars had reached a record Ievel. It was vital that this
increase in demand should be met by increased production of
domestj-c goods and services at competitive prices. He welcomed

the fact t.hat the TUC would assume fuII,*indexation of taxes and

duties Ín their analysis of the Budget. Benefit rates did not
form part of the Budget, proper but the Chancellor coÍlaented that
iL was useful that the TUC had acknowled,ged that they shoufd be

taken into account in the Budget arithmetic. He drew attent'ion
to the Governmentrs commitment to protect the real value of
benefíts during the present Parliament'. Any changes over and

above thís would depend upon what room for manoeuvtre he had in
March. Finally, he referred to the effect of t,he oi-I príce falI.
The position was still unclear and account had to be taken of a

number of facLors. The falI j-n the oil price would in itself
reduce oiI revenues but to ttrê extent-thAt' it also induced a

fall in the E/l exchange rate, there would be some offset.
ReductÍons in the oil price could also encourage industrial
activityfvtr.ùch in itself would generate additional revenue.

8. Mr Chapple pressed. the Chancellor to be more specific about

the employment outlook. The Chancellor said that the rise of
3OOTOOO in the numbers of unemployed to which Mr Basnett had

drawn attention was not a forecast but an assumption made by

the Government Actuary. He would not be announcing any revised
assumptions at the time of the Budget but his statement would of

/course contain
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course contain passages on the general economic outlook and v/ould

make qualitativerif not quantitative references to the unemployment

prospect. He noted thaÈ although world growbh had fallen in L982

it was likely to rise in the current year and that the domestic

forecast produced at the time of the Autumn Statement also gave

ground.s for believing that the rate of increase in UK unemplo¡zment

would at:leàsÈ' rrot accelerate further, although it was not possible
to tell when the leve1 would actually fall. In the light of this,
l4r Chapple voiced his concern about overseas purchases made by the
public sector. He referred in particular to the cable laying
ship which the CEGB were buying from Korea. The Chancellor
emphasised the UKrs interest in maintaining an open world economic

system. He pointed out that our own industry was heavily dependent

on_large overseas.contracts. That, said, the Governmentts general
policy \^ras to encourage the pub'Iic sector to purchase from domestic

sources wheriever possible, although the UK's international obligatÍons
meant that t.his poi-nt, could not be given great publicity"

9" Mr Murraj¡ expressed his concern that the Governmènt no longer
regarded fuII employment as a'policy objective. In its attempt to
reduce the rate of inflation, it had been prepared to take risks
on the level of unemployment. In putting forward t,heir own strategy,
the TUC had preferred to take risks on ùhe balance of payments and

on inflation. They had erþhasísed tþe importance of taking
co-ordinated action at an international leve1 in order to avoid
the problem that the UK might get out of step with other cor:ntries.
Their proposals did not ignore the problem of compet,itiveness but'

stressed the need for joint action. The Economic Review thus
enquired what risks iù would,bereasonable for the Government to
und.ertake, how other countries ,,. . could be encouraged to
participate in co-ordinated action and what. role the unions might
pfay.

emphasised his passionate and manifest concern to10, The Chancellor
,/reduce the level





reduce the Level of unemployment but repeated that any attempt to
stimulate activi-ty which also provoked an increase in inflation
would jeopardÍse the Government's chances of reducing unemployment.

He wondered what would happen to pay and wages under the
reflationary package which the TUC ad\rcteat€l and enquired whether
this point would be covered in the proposed National Economic

Assessment. Mr Murrav said that the Nati-onal Economic Assessment,

would cover all such issues but he pointed out that it was important
to gi-ven the unions a more positive role than simply holding down 5ny;

t.hey also had an interest in increasing productivity, for instance"
The Chief Secretary noted that tt¡ere had been a 13? improvement in
productivity since 1980. Mr Murrav commented that this was a cylical
phenomenon and Jl!g3 drew attention to the diagram on page 15 of
the Revfew which showed that prod.uctivity \^tas now below the trend
it had been on in the year before the Government took office. The

Chancellor noted that neverthel-ess the rise in productivity was

still ahead of the cycle.

Iln Mi Basnett suggested that in considering the question of
competitiveness, it was unfair to focus so1ely on pay. The Chancellor
listed a number of the measures which the Government had introduced
to. reduce industry's costs but commented that if t.he Germans r^/ere

prepared to endorse the case for pay moderati-on, notwithstanding
the rise in unemployment in Germany, the UK should be willing to
do the same. He recalled that the îUC had been pressing for a 10?

faIl inthe exchange rate in the suÍìmerrthis had now effectívely
taken p1aee. He wondered. whether they would r"ecommend a further
fall. Mr Mur rav replíed. that the TUC would welcome a further
depreciation against the Deutschemark and the yen but the Chancellor
pointed out that it did not lie within the Governmentrs pol^¡er to
aphieve this. Moreover, depreciation would add to industryrs costs
and so competitiveness could only be secured through a lower exchange

The Chief Secretarate if pay was kept under even tighter control.

/wondered
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wondered how the Economic Committee thought that the further reduc-
tÍon in sterling could. be achieved. Mr Murray stressed that the
TUC had no target for the exchange rate and would not actively seek

to push the rate down. However, if the measures they \^rere proposing
produced a fall in the rate, they would not attempt to counteract it.

L2. Mr Lea explained that the Economic Committee had examined t,he

constraints on their 3-5 year expansion programme and devised poJ-icies

which could be put in place so that the strategy did not have to be

abandoned, because a crisis intervened. the Cita*g]:g_t asked whether

the TUC would accept that they must take some account of market

reactions to theír policies..- for instance, on the level of the PSBR.

Mr Murrav thought that this should be less of a problem if a number

of countries committed themselves to co-ordinated expansion. The

Chie f Secretarv enquired whether the TUC would still recommend

proceeding with their progranme if at,tempts to secure Ínternational
co-ordination failed. Mr Murray said that Lhis would depend upon'
the circumstances but that he believed the proposals should be

implemented nonetheless .

13" The Chancellor said that.he hoped he had, left the TUC in no

doubt about his concern over the level of unemployment. Mr Murray

replied that doubts remained. The Government were too complacent

about the current situation. Mr Basnett commented that despite the
reduction in inflation, unemployment was still very high and there was

no sign of any improvement in the situatj-on. Mr Murrav asked whether

if the Government had known the unemployment outcome, it would ever
have embarked on its current strategy. The Chancellor saÍd that
t.here was no genuine alt.ernative to the course the Government had,

taken. Other countries had attempted to introduce different policies
but had been forced to abandon them when they had not produced the
right results. Mr Murray enquired what the Chancellor saw as the
source of any increase in real demand. The Chancellor said that the
fa11 in inflation should lead indust,ry to take a moÈe optimistic view

/of the





of the future and thus to increase investment and production. He

noted that the UK was now seen as one of the fev¡ countri-es whose

economy would be growing in 1983

14. In conclusion, Mr Basnett t,hanked the Chancellor for meeting
the Economic Commj-ttee. He hoped that his March Budget would be

designed to create jobs and not votes. The Chancellor in rePlv
said that he believed that the survival of democrati-c government

depended on the integri-ty of governments in demonstrating that they
took a long-t,erm view and that economic problems could not be solved
more easily or quickly than reality suggested.

15" The meeting closed at 3.5Opm.
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ChancelLor of the Exchequert

Thank you very much for your d.etailed nessage about the

lggt/84 bud.get presented to the House of Commons on 15 Marcht

whleh you sent me through .Ambassador sir Jock Taylor.

Your addltlonal i.nformatlon on the key targets of economic

poLicy 1n the Unlted Klngd.om have been most useful to me.

your latest budget clearly reflects the really conslderable
achievements of your domestic economíc strategy ro¡hich has 1n

recent years been designed especlally to control inflation
mentality, excessLve public sector borrowing and too large
a public defloit.

As far as I can see, the 1983/84 budget should be expected

to have a sllghtly e>qpansive effect on overall- demand due

to the tax and surcharge cuts for whlch tt provides and the
proposed measures to enhance the employment sÍtuatlon and' to
strengthen the competitiveness of lndustry' This 1s entirely
ln line with a consj.stent and prudent economlc strategy at
internatlonal leveL wlth a vlew to strengthening the funda-

mentals permltting sustained economic recovery.
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I am vcry rnuch l-ooklng fonrrard to fntensifylng, ât the next
Gernan-Brltlsh sunnLt, our exchange of views on current eco-
nomlc pollcy probLens.

Tours sincereJ.y,




